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It Will Probably Go to Jury New Concern Will Control
Over Million Acres of
Tonight or Tomorrow
Best Land In
Morning at
Republic.
Latest.

Began at Joplln This Morning Albuquerque Members Loud
and Wound up at
In Their Praise of
Carthags This
Pecos Valley
Evening.
Metropolis.

JUDGE CALLSTALT

TRUSTS AND RATES

ON "ESTIMATING

WILL COMPETEWITH
VALUE"

STANDARD

WEREHiS THEMES

CO.

OIL

JUDGE AND MRS. POPE

He Declares That Wltnessess Cannot Know From Superficial Examination Whether Mine Is
Worth $10,000,000 or
Less Figure

Proposes to Supply Home Country. South America.. Panama.
South Africa and Europe
With All Products of
That Nature.

His Attitude Concerning Oklahoma's New Constitution Subject
of Much Criticism In That

Denver, Colo.. Auk. 26. The famous Lost Spanish Bullion mine case
Is drawing to a close. After two hours
of rebuttal evidence this morning by
the prosecution, the arguments begun and there Is every Indication that
the case will go to the Jury tonight,
or nt the latest, tomorrow morning.
With five witnesses to vouch for the
decharacter of E. XV. Sebben. theprosefense closed Its case, and the
cution took up the rebuttal.
Judgo Stops "Fstlnmtlim"
Judge Lewis played the hose on
evidence
some of the pyrotechnic
submitted by the defense as to the
fabulous value of the Lost Bullion
Incidentally the
Spanish
"mine."
court showed a competent and pracmining
knowledge
and Its peof
tical
He talked for ten minculiarities.
utes on the subject, displaying a familiarity with technical details seldom found on the bench.
His speech was a terrible quencher
for the defense, as It alluded specifically to some of the statements made
by Professor Linderman. Linderman
Is the strong card that the Indicted
men have.
Attorney Franklin had asked XV.
E. Wilson of Boulder what, In his
opinion, was the present and prospective value of the property of the
Lost Bullion Spanish Mines company.
Mr. Wilson ya moderate almost to
the point of pessimism, when compared with the experts. He said:
"At least $10,000,000."
At this point Julge Lewis Interrupted In. his slow distinct drawl:
"Now, Mr. Franklin, you have persisted In this line of questioning until
I am compelled to speak to you.
I have grave doubts as to the right
of permitting such testimony to be
given in this case as has been repeatedly Introduced.
Mistakes in Making TMimatcg
"You yourself, Mr. Franklin, and
all other residents of Colorado who
have been here for any length of
time at all, and have any knowledge
of mining conditions, know that such
statement are not based on facts but
merely on visionary ideas of the
possible value of
property.
the
There has been one notable instance
In Colorado where eminent mining
engineers made reports of a certain
property, saying that along the tunnels, drifts and
upraises ore was
blocked out to a fabulous extent. An
English syndicate bought the mine
and found that the estimates were
far In excess of the actual conditions.
"1 do not think this is good testimony. Take, for Instance, the statement of Professor Linderman
that
there are 31.000,000
tons of low
grade ore, which, at a valuation of
something like $1.30, are worth more
than $51,000,000.
"Now it could not possibly be ascertained from a- - mere superficial
scratching of the ground, that such
conditions existed."
"But, your Honor," pleaded Mr.
Franklin, "we have the drlft, the
stupes and the Inclines In which the
ore actually is."
"Mr. Franklin you know very well
that veins have a tendency to pinch
out both on the strike and on the
raise, " said the court.
Damaging Admissions
On direct examination Wilson gave
much the same testimony that the
other promoters had given, that they
were in good faith and that they actually had a mine of large value and
believed that In selling stock to the
public they were giving the public
Us muney's worth.
by Ernest
On
Knuebel, three damaging admissions
were wrung from Mr. Wilson.
He
said that he hid signed all the
tor advertising In October and
had then sanctioned the issuance of
the wonderful claims regarding the
"untold millions." Then lie said that
his first visit to the property was not
made until November. He said that
he had told his friends he would not
advise them to Invest until he had
investigated fully and inspected the
"mine." But he admitted that he had
agreed to have the stock put on public si!e before he mad,? any examina-

Washington, D. C. Aug., 26.
Arrangements have been completed
for the organization of a fifty million dollar American syndicate which
plans to develop several million acres
of oil lands In Mexico. It Is proposed
not only to supply the Mexican market, but to ship the product to Central and South America, Europe and
with
South Africa, In competition
the Standard OH company. A con
cern capitalized at ten million dollars
It Is said, owns approximately on
million acres In the states of Tamau4
lipus. Vera Cruz and San Luis
and It will take over the Mexcompany, limited,
ican Petroleum
which now operates extensively In
the southern republic.
IlllllHMISO Oil lWXltS
This syndicate and Its scope of operations Is to be one of the greatest
that ever entered Mexico and It has
the sanction of President Diaz to follow up Us extensive plans. It will
thoroughly develope the oil Industry
of the republic and it will open to
Mexico, a field of operations In the
commercial line that hap heretofore
been practically untouched.
The government surveys show the
tract of oil land to be most extensive and the experts who havo examined the region state that no less than
1.000.000 acres of the finest old bearing so 11 In existence are open to the
company. Wells now on this property
are producing at large dally rated,
and they are of a character not calculated to show the actual extent of
the deposit.

Joplln, Mo., August 26. Secretary
of War Taft was booked to deliver
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Stand Shock.

Men Accused of Putting Body School District Quarrel. Fol
lewed by Cattle PoisonIn Trunk Finally
ing and Death.
Located.

ACCIDENT DETAILS
BEING SUPPRESSED

OLD TROUBLE HAS
SUCCESSFULLY ELUDED
SERIOUS RESULTS
HUNDREDS OF POLICE

Sallda, Colo.. Aug., 26. Mrs. Arabella Dolley, aged 68, of Whlttier,
is dead us the result of Injuries received In the wreck of the
express on the Denver and Rio Grande railroad at Fern-lea- f.
25 miles. west of Salida. Saturday evening. All the others Injured will recover. An Investigation has
shown that part of the running gear
of the forward
locomotive
broke,
dropping to the track and derailing
the train.
Officials Reticent
The property loss caused by the
accident will reach far into the
thousands.
All traffic was delayed
24 hours.
The Hlo Grande officials are giving out but meager Information concerning the wreck and are making a
strenuous effort to minimize the importance of the accident. They admit that a dozen persons were injured.
The majority of those seriously
hurt were dining car cooks and waiters, Bay the Hio Grande officials.
D. C. Davis, a mail clerk of Denver, proved the hero of the occasion,
and It was probably due more to his
quick wit and equally quick action
that the wreck did not prove more
disastrous than It did. Davis was
standing near tho cord which controlled the emergency brake when he
felt the second engine strike the ties.
He instantly grabbed the rope
gave It a hard pull, setting every and
airbrake on the train, which checked Its
speed Immediately.

New York. Aug.. 26. Three ArErmoylnn,
menians, Sarkls
John
Mouradlan and Paul Makislan, wanted for the murder of Father Kaspar
Vartanlan. have been located. It is
Bulgaria.
stated today, in Varna,
They escaped from this country via
Marseilles,
Montreal and
fled to
eluded the police there and went to
Bulgaria.
Played Their Victim
The crime for which the three Armenians are wanted in New York
was one of the most perplexing In
the history of the police department.
The Hlfalr was evidently the outcome
of the work of some
society with
which the Armenians were connected
for they first engaged a room In the
Armenian section of the city. and.
after firmly Ingratiating themselves
in tne goon will or tneir rellow lodg- ers, they finally obtained such a good
fellowship with the priest. Father
Vart inian, that he frequently visited
them.
Mayi-r- s
Disappeared
one day they
disappeared
and
when their room was entered, a pe- culiar odor from a trunk In one corner caused a police examination, and
the body of the priest was discover- ed there.
The manner of murder
could not be determined, but during
the mouths since the murder,
the
police have used every effort to catch
the murderers. They believe that the
arrest of the three men In Bulgaria
will prove Uie end of their chase.
The men do not deny their Identity,
as far as Is known here.
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Laiainle, Wjii., Aug. 26. Dr. Elm- ooii .Meao, formerly slate engineer
ana Tiirwarns nier or tne bureau
of Irrigation in the department
of
agriculture, has accepted a
as chief of the irrigation Investlga-;io- n
to.Australia from the British
government at a salary of $15.0o0 per
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Mrs. Arabella Dolley, of Whittles Col.. Unable to

Didn't you do so Just about
the time you found out that Du Bois
son had made
his
damaging
and
statements about the company?"
A.
Well, 1 knew that they had
made those statements."
J. Wasn't that what made you
step In with the land that was used
to pay Du Bois?"
A.
No; I knew that It was a lawful debt and I thought It was only
right that Du Bois should be paid."
Q. At
the time the poslofflce
started the investigation, and you
knew that Inspector Macomie was
going down to Silver City to investigate the property, did you write Mr.
Levan that you wanted
somebody
down there who could shoot?"
A.
having
"I don't rpmember
written that. I said I needed some
one whom I could trust."
The defense rather surprised
the
prosecution
by closing its case ho
early. It had been anticipated that
Sebben and Plnkus, the other two
Indicted men would be put on the
stand. However, counsel put on the
character witnesses and announced
that their evidence was all in.
All five men spoke highly of Sebben.
But. on
It
developed that they had had no business relations with the defendant
and knew him only in a personal
IKKH.VIION
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Hols' NMltcmfllt

Dll

foobttii)--

For lannma

mutely owing to Mr. Iu Bols and I
wanted to see the matter disposed
of." replied Wilson.
Q.

declared Uiat ho would follow In ItooHevoU'
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ONE VICTIM OF WRECK SLAYERS OF ARMEfilAH MISSOURI FEUD BRINGS

field of operations which will
shortly offer extensive possibility to
the new company is the necessity for
fuel which will be caused by the Panama canal. The oil fuel Is admitted
to be better than any other class, especially for freight steamships, and
the establishment of oil selling depots at Panama, by this company will
be made as soon as its operations In
Mexico are extensive enough to Insure a steady supply of oil.
Though the present company, for
many years owners of the land, has
prospected on a fair scale. It has done
nothing, practically, to what w ill now
be done. All the Immense capital of
the new company will be used In development.
The invasion of the Mexican. South
American and European markets by
this company will be looked upon
with alarm by the Standard Oil company, which has practically enjoyed
a monopoly of those fields until this
time.
A
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Liberty, Mo., August 26. William
J. Sevier shot and killed Porter Stall-lug- s
on a street here Just after noon

,

today. Sevier Is a farmer and stock
raiser In the Walnut Grove nelglvbor-lioo- d
and stal lings owned a farm
near Sevier's.
The killing grew out of an old
quarrel over a school district matter. This quarrel was followed by
the poisoning of fifty of Sevier's cattle with Paris green. Sevier believed
Stalling put the poison In the feed
troughs and caused the dtalh of his
cattle. The community wis excited
about the poisoning and one farmer
in the
neighborhood
received an
anonymous
letter warning him to
stop talking about it. That was about
two months ago.
The matter developed Into a kind of feud, farmers
taking sides of one or the other.
Sevier was walking down a street
here when Stalling, and his son arrived in Liberty. Stalling drove up
behind Sevier, Jumped from
his
spring wagon and atlucked him witn
his heavy hickory cane. Sevier grappled with StaJUngs and then the sou
of the latter took a hand in the right
to aid his father.
The tight went on several seconds
and llnally Sevier drew his revolver,
lie tired three shots. but Stalling
kept on fighting until so weak that
he fell to the ground from the lot
of blood. He was carried to a yard,
w hern he died.
One of the bullets
struck him near the heart, another
In the right side of the breast and
the t ill I'd went wild.

ri ;ii,istic lMsprrn

three speeches In Joplln and vinlclty
today. The secretary reached Joplln
last night, escorted by a committee
of Joplln citizens who went to Oklahoma City to meet him. Although
his arrival here was late, 1,600 people gathered at the station, and gave
him a warm greeting.
Taft secured a good night's rest
and started the day greatly refreshed. He delivered his first speech In
Joplln this morning addressing a
large throng. Ho talked principally
on the trusts and rate legislation.
Later Taft was escorted to Webb City
a mining town near here, where, after luncheon, he delivered his second speech. Early this afernoon the
party went to Carthage, where Taft
spoke for the third time.
He will return here late this afternoon and depart for Springfield,
Mo., tonight.
Taft IH'flnos Issues.
Oklahoma City, Okla., August 26.
There has been much criticism,
most of It favorable, concerning Secretary Taft's speech In which ho advocated the voting down of the
state constitution.
Taft began by defining the Issues
of the Oklahoma and Indian Territory " state election as twofold: First,
th acceptance or- rejection of the
constitution, an V second, the election
of a republican or a democratic Btate
and leglslatire
ticket - and .United
Explaining his attiStates judges.
tude as that of a republican putting
himself in the place of a citizen of
Oklahoma and advising the republicans of Oklahoma in respect of the
wisdom or otherwise of auopting the
constitution, he disclaimed entirely
any authority to speak for the president on the subject of the validity or
invalidity of the constitution for the
reason that the function which the
president performed was a Judicial
one as to whether the constitution
conformed to the enabling act and
the constitution of the United States.
It was not the function of the president to reject the constitution merely
because he did not approve its provisions from a political standpoint.
Cites an OihIhhIoii.
He commented at length on the
necessity for maintaining the power
of the courts, and condemned the
provision that a Jury trial should Intel vene between an order of Injunction and punishment for Its abolition. He suld that the writ of Injunction was one of the most beneficial writs that a court could have,
and that it was Just as useful in defense of the poor as In the defence
of the rich, and with any weakening of It as an instrument for remedying wrongs would operate In favor of wrongdoers.
Secretary Taft commented on the
heavy expense which ths state would
be subjected to In tho unnecessary
number of otllces, ani e'eo upon thp
severe Impairment of th,! system, of
by
education
the limitation upon
for educational purposes
taxation
which. In tho Indian Territory, as
said by those w ho know, would probably not afford more than
two
months' education In a year. The
separate
constitution provided for
schools, white and negro, ami yet has
no provision b ytaxutlou for carrying
out any system.
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Saturday night the Albuquerque
members of the New Mexico Bar
association who attended the annual
meeting at Koawell returned after a
somewhat strenuous trip. The meeting was well attended by the lawyers
of the territory, but the southern
counties were especially well represented. From this city Judge Ira A.
Abbott and daughter, Constance Abbott, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. McMillen,
H. B. Kergusson and daughter, Krna,
attended the meeting.
On the journey to Roswell
the
party left Torrance to make a moonlight trip by automobiles across the
ninety-mil- e
stretch
of country to
their destination.
The first half of
this trip was most pleasant, but tho
latter part was crowded with difficulties and discomforts.
It rained,
and two of the three automobiles
broke down. Half the party had to
wait by the roadside In the rain several hours until a relief car came to
their rescue. All, however, arrived In
Roswell In time to attend the elaborate reception given to the territorial bar association by Judge William
H. Pope and Mrs. Pope. This function was exceptionally enjoyable and
was distinguished by the presence of
the most prominent legal lights ot
the territory.
Now Officer Klccted.
The following are offjeers of the "..
association "elected for the" 'ensulug'-?-ye- ar
A. B. MaMillen, of Albuquerque, president; K, K. Scott, of Kos-we- ll,
secretary; Paul A. F. Walter, of
Santa Fe. vice president, for the first
Judicial district; M. E. Hlckey, Albuquerque, vice president, for the second Judicial district; E. C. Wade, of
Las Cruce; vice president for tha
third Judicial district; Charles Spleas,
of Las Vegas, vice president for the
fourth Judicial distrct; K. B. Brlce,
of Carlsbad, vice president for the
fifth Judlclul district, and George B.
Barbour, vice president for the glxta
ludlclal distrct.
KoMufll
Cluirmliur IoMte
The Albuquerque members are enthusiastic In praise of the royal hospitality accorded them by the Roswell people.
They were driven In
automobiles about the city and surrounding country
and entertained
bountifully at every step. Attorney
H. B. Kergusson said In speaking of
the visit:
IN von Vnlley lMxjH'rous.
"There are more automobiles In
Roswell In proportion to the number
of the Inhabitants than there are In
Chicago. It seems' that everybody in
Roswell who Is not already rich Is in
the process of becoming so. Certainly we were entertained in a manner
which completely battled our expectations. The number of beautiful private estates In the vicinity of the
city of Roswell points clearly to tne
fact that the Roswell country Is on
the high tide of prosperity. At the
Country club we were regally entertained and In a grove back of the
club house we participated In a real
southern barbecue. At
this there were stacks of watermelons on which streams of cold artesian water were kept playing until
the melons were ready to eat. Such
bountiful provision can scarcely be
rivaled and it Is Impossible to express
In words the appreciation
we feel
toward our kindly hosts In that prosperous southern city."
Olllciul liunqiift.
The most notable social event of
the bur association meeting was the
banquet given on Wednesday evening at the Grand Central hotel. The
feast was given by the New .Mitrj
Bar association
and
the Chaves
County Par association in honor of
the members of those two organizations and the members of the Pecua
Valley Press association. Tor the occasion the hotel dining room was
beautifully decora'ted with lliwera,
the table arranged In the form of a
Maltese cross and loaded with cut
glass, siivel and boquels.
C. R. price, of Carlsbad, was the
Attorney H. B. Kertoastinaster.
gusson, who was scheduled to respond to the toast, "Our Associati u,"
was 111 und unable to attend the banquet and Ju.lge William II. Pope. f
the fifih jui; cial district, resivir.dd
ill his pla. e and gave a brief .vit.
of the association and its work In
the twent.' years of its organization.
'1 he
crouii' if speech of ;lie banquet
was that by Samuel H. Cowan, of
Fort Worth, Texas. Mr. Cowan ha
a national reputation us an
attorney and was recently summoned to Washington by President
Roosevelt for u personal conference
on that subject. Mr. Cowan made a
splendid address on the subject. "The
Pr isecutor." In which he presented
his Ideas on railroad regulation and
other matters of Importance.
Judge Abixxt SMikc.
i
Judge Ira A. Abbott
tin- - toast of "The Been and Bar of New
Mexico," and was listened to vviia interest and appreciation as he eulogised the members
Individually
and
collectively.
A. B. Reiiehan. president of the
association was given the suljc.l,
anti-rail-ro-
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Baltimore. Mil., Aug.. 26
4 The British steamer Barnstable, 4
4 from Port Antonio for B.iltl- - 4
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Chicago. 111., Aug., 26. Five men
were stubbed, two of them fatally. In
DAUGHTER WEDS a riot today over the pugilistic qualities of "Tommy" Burns, Frank Connors, aged 3x. and Frank Germain,
aged So. will probably die.
Janus
New York. August 26. The marMetcalfrt. Thomas J. Finn and Hit- riage of Kuthrinu Wriyht. daughter nard
Meyers were less seriously Inof Luke E. Wright, the retiring
jured. Finn is charged with wielding Wl l.l.M AN -i (II 1' OX
or to Japan. t
Charles Pal- the knife in the riot.
mer, vice president of tile InternaIII XT lull XOItTll POI.K
Tromsoe, Norway, Aug., 26. The
tional bank of Manila, took place tofollowing telegram was received from
day at 'i'oki . They will sail for the AN ENTIRE TRAIN
23,
August
Spiueubergen.
dated
I'niteil States tomorrow in company
"Waller Wellnian ascends today."
with General and .Mrs. Wright.
Wellmau Is making a search via
TURNED TURTLE jau airship for the North Pole.
NEW YORK 10 SELL
t U.I, lOlt NATIONAL
HANK stati:.mi:nt
W.ishli'gton, D. C, Aug., 26. The
t Churlotte-ville- ,
Va.. Au;'. 26.
comptroller of the currency today is540,000,000 BOflDS Twriity-one
people were injured 4 sue a call for a statement of the
hut none seriously by the de- - ft condition of all national banks at the
of a not lihound train
railnient
close of business on August 22.
New York. August 26. The city t on ;lie Southern railway at Bed 6
com pi rol 'er a nnou iieed today that he
Hill, nine miles south of here, 4
M'XIl IVS (iVMI.S
y tni'.ein t'oiiars len'ili
League: At Detroit
will iMVr r
Ano-- lean
train
eiii !y toil.iy. The entire
n
o
1.
New York City bonds at public
and tender. e Detroit 7.
exi ept the
Sept.
10.
sale on
1'tie bonds will bca;
First game; St.
At Si. Louis
The accident was
tin ned m ct
4
1. Second gauie.
Philadelphia
2.
by
Louis
a
's per cent lute: est. Tae city va-broken rail. The 4
caused
cause of the Inability to sell secuil-- l
train, fortunately, was running 4 St. Louis 0, Philadelphia 1.
cause of the Inabality to eil securi- Western league: At Des Moines
at a moderate speed.
4
on a 4 per cent ba.sU.
De Moines o, Denver 1.
i

Meettesian Water-Ne- xt
ing at Santa Fe.

Aurora, Mo., August 26. C. 11.
aged D5 years, committed suicide this afternoon by blowing himself up with dynamite.
Weed wuj
formerly manager of the Boston and
company.
years
Mining
Aurora
hoot will bi; max ix twiuxirr ago he lost his position. Two
Since that
26.
New York, Aug.,
Secretary time he has brooded a great deal
Knot, who Is at the Muldoun farm over his position. This afternoon he
walked
near White
Plains, is progressing secured a stick of dynamite,
west of
tracks
finely, according to William Muldoon down the railroad
town about a mile, lay down on the
who says that he will have the secreand exploded the dynamite. His
tary back at wan k the "strongest nuin track
in President lioosevelt's cabinet" In body was picked up In pieces. Pari
were scattered for a distance of a
two weeks more.
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Added Equipment Will Facilitate Movement of
All

Freight.

Chicago, III., Aug.. 26. With the
oncoming of the full rush In transportation the main question of the
problem of railroad traffic
which
concern the general public Is whether or not the railroads will be able
to move the traffic
expeditiously
this year or whether the conditions
will be the same as last season when
traffic was badly congested.
These
questions are of special Interest In
the southwestern section of the country which Is the greatest market
place In the country- - From a transportation standpoint there are at this
time two features which particularly
affect the general
situation In the
southwest, southeast and west which
afford some basis
for the general
patlsfnctlon of the public. One feature Is that the traffic of the railroads will be enormous this year,
probably much greater than ever before. The other feature Is that the
railroads will be In much better condition to handle the movement of
freight with greater expedience.
By heavy traffic the railroad companies and the employes will be mutually benefitted. The employes will
be assured of steady
employment
while the companies will be assured
of large profits. The additional equipment and facilities for the movement
and .handling of traffic augur much
for the general satisfaction of the
shippers and the consignees as well.
There are also
Indications
which
seem wholly trustworthy that In normal and even In somewhat extraordinary circumstances the roads will
be able to handle the trafflo expeditiously and that there will be none
of the evils nor repetition of the car
shortages of a year ago.
More Equipment
This fail finds most of the railroads better supplied with equipment
than a year ago. Orders which were
placed for rolling stock and motive
power a year ago are now being delivered. Kvery road In the west Is
dally receiving new and additional
motive power. The Santa Fe is having delivered in Topeka thirty-on- e
new Prairie type locomotives which
will be used In. moving the immense
Crops
eastward. Other roads are
making equally aa much progress in
adding to the motive power. Nearly
every road has
received a large
amount of new rolling stock. This
stock for the most part should have
been delivered a year ago but was
not on account of the extreme rush.
The railroads with the increased
motive power and equipment are In
a great deal better shape to render
good service to the public than a year
ago.
New Terminals
In many cases where the deliveries
equipment have not been as great
ff
as was expected, the enlargement and
Improvement of terminal
facilities
has offset the shortage and has Increased the tremendous traffic. The
difficulties which the railroads had
last year, causing great losses to
themselves, and the Bhippers as well,
furnished experience of a very useful and practical kind to the officials
in the operating department.
This
will Induce the operating department
to apply more system this year to the
furnishing of cars and the handling
and movement of freight.
There seems to be a general feeling
of satisfaction among those interested from the standpoints of both the
shippers and the railroad companies.
Both expect favorable results as they
both count on heavy traffic and excellent service.
Sitent Many Millions
Although a great deal of work has
been done In the past year towards
alleviating the congested conditions
of traffic by enlarging terminal facilities and Increasing the mileage of
panting
track so as to handle the
traffic with more dispatch, they have
In reality only made a start. The business from the west and southwest
is beginning to assume such large
proportions that new roads are being chartered and In fact In the west
and southwest
actual construction
work has commenced.
The pout h western lines have Inaugurated financial arrangements for
multiplying their facilities.
Many
hundreds of millions of dollars will
be spent In the next five years, on
various Improvements. Probably as
many more will be spent within the
succeeding five years. This enlargement and betterment will put the
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FORTY YEARS
OF CURES

Lo?? "Renence and thorough testing have proven S. S. S. to be t!ie
King of blood purifiers and the greatest of all tonics. For nearly
half a
rentury S. S. S. has been used in the treatment of blood and sVin diseases
every
character,
so
and
satisfactory have been the results that it is now
pi
the best known and most widely used blood medicine on the market
S S S
attracted attention as soon as it was placed on the market by curing
those diseases for which it was recommended,
we have so
f.romptly guarded its first good reputation, by keeping it upand
to its stand.ii d
now
lias the unequalled and pleasing record of
that it
Catarrh, Scrofula.
lFOStyA"' S',CU"??'"r,Diseases. Kll""atism,
Contagious Blood I'oison, and all
Other diseases due to an impure or poisoned condition of the blood there is
nothing that equals S. S. S. It counteracts and removes the germs and
poisons, cleanses the system of all unhealthy matter, cures the trouble
and restores strong, robust health. Where the blood is weak or
anaemic and unable to nourish the system as it should, S. S S supplies it
wuh the needed properties, and being a bracing, invigorating tonic it builds
tip the entire system. It goes to the very IkjUoiu of all blood disorders atvl
in this way reaches
and inherited cases on which the ordinary
aarsaparillas and tonics have little or no effect. Not only is S S S
certain in its results, but it is an absolutely safe medicine.
enjov
the distinction of being the only blood medicine on the market thatIt is guaranteed purely vegetable. If you are in need of a blood remedy be nn the
nse of S. S S. the medicine that has proven its worth by its record of fortv
yars of etirft. lV,2c cn the blood and anv medical advice vou wish vr.
charge Iw t.iaer.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
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represent or affect rates on 2,000 or cent fare In operation In this state
S.iini! commodities, and the way they that I may know what further steps,
explain It (it the commission head- If any, to take to secure these Ju.tt
.
n ii n. n
i n.
quarters Is that It would be a prac- results."
uur Net
uuni Ds ueceivea uy Aiiunng uiscounis-b- ei
tically Interminable task to figure
T. J. Jones, superintendent of the
comout an averago In Interstate
merce In an effort to get at the fact work the Lewis Construction comPrices Before Buying-CA- SH
or PAYMENTS.
whether the Hepburn law has had pany Is doing near (Vrrlllos for the
lowering Santa Fe, spent Saturday evening In OXOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)O0
or
the effect of raising
freight rates.
the city and left Sunday morning for
Mrs. II. It. Clarkson. of Elmdorf,
The commission Is. therefore, in Kl Paso, where he goes to hire help.
the dark, and likely to continue In The Ijewl construction company Is is registered at the Alvarado.
notwithstanding the operating a rock crusher near Cerrll-lo- s.
that position,
J. P. McConvllle and family of Las
where rock Is crushed for the
egas, are visiting ln Albuquerque
valuable Information that would be
southwestern roads In better physical gained
Is
by
public
putting
ballast
rink
them and the
the Santa Fe
to
Horn.
condition, and will enable them to were theboth
Mr.
and Mrs. Austin
made and giv- In on the New Mexico division.
get as nearly as possible in condition en to the calculations
Bradshaw, of West Central avenue, a
public.
for the traffic which Is constantly
gin
baby.
C. P.. So wash,
Newrecently
of
growing and keeping puce with the
ill jm:I5S
castle, Pa., has accepted a position as
C C. Roberts' family have return- inuuHtriai development of the coun CNiotE vf.i:i
en in Lais egas from a two nionins
In the local yards. Mr.
HA1MIOAI).
switchman
ON
SCO
Mil
try.
FOR THIS WEEK.
Is
v'sit
in tho east.
an experienced railroad man
St. Louis, Mo., August .'. The
Bedsteads I1.B0 and up: Chairs 50c and up; steel Couches. 13
Frisco has Just put in commission and the kind of local officials are
T. W. Seery, commissary agent for
up:
and
Springs
12
Steel
NEW Itlfi COAI, TKXKITC
and up; Imported Gold Band Teas, $1 a set;
cars for destroying In quest of. Mr. Sowasft and family tne
Imported Gold Band Dinner Plates 85c; Art Squares
Ke at Helen, was an AlbU'
JtMt II AltlUM
MXKS two
$3.60 and up;
are
stopping
along
way.
Lindcll
Its
weeds
at
hotel.
the
right
One
of
querque
Refrigerators
visitor
yesterday.
L.OU1S.
to
M.
Mo., Aug., :6. From of
close out at cost; Carpets 25c yard and up; Mat-tlnthe cars left St. Louis ye'i'l
jy
up.
yard
15c
the Southern Illinois coal territory for
and
Mr.
and Mrs. F. E. Pond and Mrs,
P. J. Savage, the superintendent
in the first dlstrl.-t- , and
ine .Missouri Pacific and Iron Aloun the service will
Vegas,
Las
will go to
l. roi, oftomorrow,
be sent, In a day or conductor of the Magdalena branch tpnnger
other
tain system will take 6.000.000 tons two,
for a few days.
of
the
charge
of the
Santa Fe. had
into the second district.
or coal a year for points In the south
W. It. Drown, district freight and
The first district
comprises
the special train, which brought the Sowest, the northwest and the west. The
Fe,
Eastern, Central and Southwestern corroay.base ball team to the city yes- - passenger agent of the Santa
West End Viaduct
extension which the company
has divisions,
i
era
with offices at El Paso, Is In Las
and the second district the
been constructing Into this district
v
egas.
0K30Oa)oaK3oaOa
will be In operation to anil from Western, Northern, Ozark and South,
S.
city ticket agent at
B. W. Long
Mrs. Brlnkerhoff
The cars will, Kl J.Paso,Morrison,
Johnson Olty early In November.and western divisions.
In the city to meet Mrs. have arrived In and
Las Vegas from the
the coal carrying will be done on a therefore, be tried on all the Frisco Morrison, iswho
will
arrive
from
the
City
Mexico for a several days'
of
lines In the southwest and west.
comparatively large scale this year,
east tnis evening after a visit to east visit witn
v. L.ong and family.
Gasoline Is used for both motive ern
The work which the road has al
They will return to El
ready finished contemplates the haul and lighting purposes.
The car la i'asorelatives.
John H. Knaebel. nttorney-at-latonignt.
of prominence ln Denver, Is ln Santa
ing or s.iiimi.ouu tons or Illinois coal twenty feet wide and eight and onv
a year. When the Improvements are half feet high, and in- a canouv Iod
"W. J. Sheldon, recently
Toledo. Fe to represent a client In a case be
finally completed, as proposed, not The b .dy Is very low, being onU Ohio, has been enrolled as ofa switch- fore the territorial supreme court.
f
two
jet
about
man
abovo
year
ie?s
tho grvinl. in man 'at the local yards. Mr. Sheldr
will
ft.ouu.ooo tons a
Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Akers and
De transported.
the body Ere th isaollne ennine. for wii; go to Toledo
within a few da'
their niece. Miss Nora Wagner, of
u, iii. us "c yni. aim uie on ianKs.
So great an Increase in the produce
family.
Fe,
nis
Santa
have gone to Sulpher
The oil flows' from the tank! ior
tion from this Illinois district will
springs, wnere tney will spend a few
mrongn ieea pipes n the burn n
It Is believed, afford considerable re
reweegs.
wwitcnman Cha. Cilery has
lief to consuming sections west of apparatus, which is at the rear of signed as switchman In the local
Miss Spitz, daughter of Mr. and
tne Mississippi river. In the north and the car. Part of the appartus Is yards and will leave Immediately for Mrs.
Solomon Spitz, of Santa
Fe
south. The Burlington began taking siuuonary, nanging ttown over the "s oiu nome in ( nicago.
who has spent the past two months
4.(100.000 tons a year from the same track.
Two parts each about foi- - '
Long
at
Beach,
ex
California,
is
district two years ago. and at the feet In width, extending out on aeh
C B. Chambers, brakeman on the
Eclipse Wind Mills, LightningHay Presses, Walter A Wood
same Mme it obtained sufficient prop side of the tracks, are so arranged calHt lines, has gone to New York for pected nome Saturday.
Miss Helen Walsh, of Portsmouth
erty t cover the fuel wants of the that they may be folded up when not n, ,wo month's visit. This
Mr.
Mowers and Binders, Bam and Old Hickory wagons
O., left Santa Fe Sunday for home
v .in in ijr-- a iirni iaiiii in iwo years.
various Hill lines.
in use.
, . , ,ITU.1 l ,
A
I ..
arter a visit of several weeks as the
....
The Missouri Pacific
Iron
and
.
.1.
i.,- a- nil in
IIILII
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
lre. wn
Mountain System has not bought coal there Is noi'iidangerl.ill oftl Are from th .. wl llan!
has charge of guest of her uncle and aunt, Mr.
a department on this dlvls-th- e and Mrs. J. P. Lyng.
land In Illinois, and the understand- spilling on the road. The flame burns'
!?,
Wrlfp
A LBUQTJER QUE
lo"
leave tne flrst of next wef k
ing Is that it will not do so.
M. A. Stanton, a clerk ln the genThe
in for
weed In the track and four
Western Coal and Mining company. on each side of the track The cal '.' 3 Vlslt wlth hls fam"y ln Wlsc"- - eral offices of the Santa Fe Central Catalogue anil Prices
NEW MEXICO
' fin.
;
In which the roads own $1,000,000 rum
i
.
ut a m.ai..l
Hallway, at Santa Fe, left today for
' ' uiirrii iinifn U l
" u ',t
of stock, will meet all the fuel needs hour, but, when
Ohio,
Portsmouth,
will
where
he
destroying weeds, at
Knglne 22, oil burner fir the spent a month's vacation
or the system for operating purpos- four miles an hour.
visiting
Yosemite Valley
railroad,
passed
es. The Oould interests hold stock,
J. D. Eakin, President
Cfcu. Mellnl, toerattrr
through the city yesterday afternoon with his parents.
Independent of the Gould lines, In ALTON IM Ml'NITY TO CAVSE
O. Oloml, Vie President
Mrs. Robert P. Noble and
son,
O. BtckecaL Treasmrc?.
the
f'om
comAmerican
Locomotive
coal properties Ir. the territories tra
who have been visiting In Santa Fe
SCUUT1XY IN OrilKlt CASKS. pany.
versed by the roads, and therefore, it
the past three weeks, passed through
Chicago. 111.. Aurust 2fi. I Hit Hot
Is Inferred that care has been taken
the
Mrs,
H.
J.
Lowe
son,
Attorney
wife of ln city today enroute to their home
and
Sims and Assistant District
that the lines will have ample fuel.
Socorro.
Attorney Wilkerson, who prosecuted En'neer Lowe, who are visiting at
e
The coal to be hauled on the
Cal., will remain there
A. M. Bergere and family of Santa
the case against the Standard Oil s.an
Bueeeaaora to
and Johnson City extension will company,
longer.
Fe, and Mrs. Solomon Luna, who
MEL:N A EAtfiN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
have returned
be transported to points In the southfrom the!tnree months
Washington
on
have
been recreating
the Pacific
west, and weft and the northwest for
conference with Attorney
WMOLKBALK DKALKRB IN
A. P.. Peeler, formerly a frleman coast for several weeks, arrived in
Hnlh
jionaparie yesterday.
commercial purposes. It Is estimated
this division Is now employed In Albuquerque this morning.
that the ultimate capacity of the II refuse to discuss the DenillnB- nrns- - on
ecutlon of the Chicago & Alton rail- - the United States navy as a fireman.
linols district touched by the extenAttorney Felix Baca and family re
sion Is sufficient to keep the carriers roau.
turned home last night after an abWHAT TI1E KIDNEYS DO.
The Impression among the Associ
busy ror one hundred years.
sence of over a month, visiting rela
Wt klip tvrythlag In stock to outfit tho
ates of the two attorneys Is that the
tives in Rio Arriba county and ln
tnott tmttiaioao bar com plot o
agreement of former District Atr-ne- y Their Unceasing Work Keeps Us Colorado.
"OLD HOUSE" SALE FOOLKI
Strong and Healthy.
Morrison with the road has preMANY PHOENIX HLYEIt-xolualvt agentt In the Southwest far
PP0"'1'
Mrs. Frank Dlbert and daughters.
L?aui?.b.?
. ft.
All the blood ln the body passes Misses Heloise and Diberta. and son.
and that the grand Jury sumWm. Lamp and 8t LQtila A. B. C. Breweries; Yallowatona,
Phoenix,
Ariz., Aug.,
26.
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to
moned
hear
the
through
against
kidneys
every
evidence
a
once
the
Grean River, V. H. McBrayai-three Scott, will leave next
"Old Horse" sale by the Southern Pa the
for a visCedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J Men.
will be dismissed by or- minutes. The kidneys filter the blood. it to their old home atweek
cific on Tuesday broke all records. der railroad
rcn, and other standard krunds of whlsklee too numerous
Eureka. Kan
to mention.
of Judge Landls.
sas,
to
Topeka,
The company regards such sales as
and
also
City
They
Kansas
night
work
day.
and
When
It is said that in the nendlno- na. healthy they remove
"
WE
City,
NOT
successful If they net enough to pay against
ARE
Kansas
Mo.
and
BOO
COMPOUNDERS.
grains
about
the Standard Oil company, in
freight and storage charges. In this
But sell the etralght article as received by bi from tie Vest 1 laeriaa.
Mrs. W. D. Newcomb. of Socorro.
Impure matter dally, when uncase there was a margin on the right which the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, of
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United feut a. call
who has been in Santa Fe for sev
healthy
some
part
of
the
this Impure mat- eral
Lake
side or more than 1300. The highest lines are Shore and the Burlington
weeks,
guest
a
Block .and Pricer, or writ tor Illustrated Catalog., ad frrteTwit
of Mrs. F. P.
concerned,
the evidence ter Is left ln the blood. This brlnis Sturges, left today for
and
sale was 1 14 (.
her
home.
issued to dealers only.
by the railroads will ho on many diseases and symptoms
"The rifled strong box." though not tendered
She was accompanied by Mrs. Mary
the most valuable article offered, was carefully scrutinized and weighed be- pain ln the back, headache, nervouswno
&enman,
will visit in Socorro.
the most Interesting and was bought fore it is submitted ln court.
ness, hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard S. Reed, who
by C. W. McKee for the ridiculously
is not denied
it
imrruinllv gravel, disorders ot the eyesight and have
that
Just returned from an absence
agreements with the lines have betn
low price of $2.60.
months In Alaska, and are
"Old Horse" sales are to a large entered into. But in the forthcoming hearing, dizziness, Irregular heart, of several
in Los Angeles, California,
are
extent "sight unseen." That was so cases the railroads will be ordered to debility, drowslnes, dropsy, deposits now
expected soon to come to Santa Fe
In numerous cases here. For Instance act unreservedly
with the govern- in the urine, etc. But It you keep the They
will
make
in
home
their
that
Phil Ensign, who is generally con- ment or the agreements will be filters right you will have no trouble city.
v
sidered a pretty wise guy, bought a abrogated before the beginning ef the with your kidneys.
Catron,
Cadet
Wont
Thorn.
of
the
dox which from Its) outward a mien r trial.
W. Wur, living at 71 Eleventh Point Military Academv.
J.
ances looked as if It might contain
who has
street, Albuquerque, - N. M.sayc: "I been on a visit of six weeks
something of value; something worth CAR EFFICIENCY nVIlEAU
to' his
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trouble
parents,
on
and
with
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Hon.
Mrs.
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and
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at least $2.60. He paid that for It
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Santa
time.
to
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I
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shade of a box car and knocked It than
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150
now
are
roads
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to
open.
house.
studies.
Satisfaction
It contained the pictures of the Car Efficiency bureau anri fur without help. At long as I would reguaranteed.
Prompt
two Dames. They
attention to mail orders.
were
perhaps
L. Ohlin, secretary and treasurer
house, established by the main ln an erect position I experienworth the price to the parents or Clearing
American Ilailway
association ami ced no difficulty of any kind but the of the Guam Trading company of
J. D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Co.
other relatives of the babies, but not approved
by Commissioner Lane of' least strain or tension brought on to Ouam, N. M., was an Albuuueroue
so to Mr. Ensign.
me
yesterday.
visitor
Mr.
Ohlin savs that
interstate commerce commission. the muscles of the loins, caused me to It
The proprietor of the Q. T. Saloon,
has rained almost every day for
nesiues securing reports
of
car suffer severely. I tried different rembought a box that looked like a case
past
two
the
movement
weeks
at
from
Guam QreeXW)sXBX3sK)SK)aOa
roads,
all
man
the
of about 6.000 cigars. The price was agement
but no relief of any kind was Is near the continental Guam.
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alluring but the box contained house
years
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ago
two
until
about
I
per
mem
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orancn so that it win
hold goods such as
pillow slips, collect
Miss
E.
Berarer. voune-esand distribute full statistics chanced to learn of Doan's Kidney daughterEdna
sheets and other articles, which
do
of Mr. and Mrs. William
821 North First Stroet.
not especially appertain tyrTTe saloon for every road, collect the ner rllem Pills, procured a box and began using M. Berger, who has been In
Phone No. 489
San
trade. The Q. T. people will there- and become a universal freight equip them. The result was a complete and Francisco for the paRt two years
no
pooi.
all this would cost permanent cure and on which has engaged ln missionary work as a
to
fore hold an "Old Horse" sale of ment
ess than R0 per cent more than Is been permanent up to the present deaconess of the Methodist Episcotheir own and have accordingly had now
expended.
the goods
moved to the auction
time. I feel more than justified ln pal church, returned last week to
Of the 1.000 railroads on the con vouching
house.
for the value of Doan's Kid- her home In Belen.
tinent
Q.
In
those
the elearine house
though, partly
T. folks,
The
and on unnumerable occaMrs. John Clark has returned to
evened matters by buying a barrel of own between 500.000 and 700.000 ney Pills
wniHKey. They got It cheap enough cars, which average nearly four in- - sions I have strongly advised their the city from an outing spent in Bear
canyon.
use
Mrs. Clark says that the
to those suffering with backache
but it would have been much cheap- tercnanges a month.
nights are beginning to get cool in
er if It had been full. On the 'conor kidney trouble."
canyon and others of the campers
trary It had shrunk about half. It GOVEUNOU OF 'KANSAS
For sale by all dealers Price 50c the
may be expected back in the city
lHvMAMM
was previously known that the barFAKE. Foster-MilbuCo., Buffalo, N. Y., at
Topeka,
an
early dat.e
Kan.. Aueust ifi. In a
rel had been surreptitiously tapped
but no one had an 4dea that it had letter sent to the State Hoard of Hall sold agents for the United States.
Mrs.
May Thompson, of Knoxville,
Remember the name Doan's ana
been tapped with such extreme liber- way commissioner
Gov. Hoch inti
Tennessee, who has been In Santa Fe
15
mates that unless the board puts a take no other.
ality.
visiting
her sister, Mrs. Edmund C.
fare Into effect In a very short
Abbott, left this morning for Raton,
time he will call a special session of
Are you looking for something? Re- where she
NO STATISTICS AS TO
will be the guest of anmember the want
HEPHIKN LAW ON HATES tneHelegislature.
of The other ulster, Mra Samuel Young.
says: '! request that vou Inform Evening Citizen are columns
Washington, U. C, Aug. 26. While
your especial Mrs. Abbott accompanied
for
her to the
Southwestern Brewery
the railroad
officials in Missouri me Immediately whether or not It Is benefit
It talks to the people and Gate City and will also visit Mrs.
St Ice Company.
- they talk to you.
seem to be able to keep In close your Intention to put a straight
Young.
touch with the business of all the
railroads within the state to the extent of being qualified at this time to
THE
quote figures aa to the earnings and
make predictions that the ninety-da- y
teBt of the
rate will show a
loss to them, the Interstate
ComWHOLESALE AND RETAIL
merce Commission Is utterly unable
to tell, after nearly a year's operation
under the Hepburn law, what the reLumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing
sults have been relative to the reduction or Increase of rates; whether the
new law has had the effect of a genFirst and Marquette
Alfetfqoerqae, New Mexico
eral reduction or Increase of transportation charges, or whether
the
average leaves It at a standstill.
Inquiry at the olllces of the commission today developed the fact that
CCOBCmCmcmO m Oe)0)0sK)K5sX5K5K5K0X3
no record Is kept of tariffs filed beyond entry of the fact that the tariff
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Is filed. Some 600 or 600 tariffs may
be filed In one day. Each tariff may
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ora. Coal and Lumber Car.; Kbari
rngs, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal: Columns
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Don't Ruin Your Best Norse Going for a Doctor
Bowel complaints are always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his hest hor.-- g'ini for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering fresn cru::ip colic or cholera
Be prepared tor such an emergency.
morbus.

S
PAINT Covers more. look. bst, w.irt
the longest, most economical; full measure.
PAPER-Alw- ay.
BUILDINO
stock.
Plaster. Lime. Cem.oV
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors. Eto.
UltST WntFET AJiP COAL AVE. ALnCQCEIlQCE, NEW MEl.

e

A. C. BILICKE

and JOirN

Xef

8. MITCHELL lnrtte their fricuds to make
Mexico headquarters at

Chamberlain's Coiic, Cholera and Karrhoea Remedy

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,

Is the most succrssful medicine yet produced for r'ltsc dUeasis und cu.i
always he depended tip n.
K- r ' i: rdxii.e.
No doctor can
It is almost cerra:i: to !,e t.icccd heforc the Sunui r
over. li'iv if now.

Toar friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck
door.
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That
Garcia, machinist at the El
&
how body
Southwestern,
Paso
was found In a deep pit at the roundIs
house yesterday, was murdered,
the opinion of the authorities since
an autopsy shows that the neck was
broken by a blow from a blunt Instrument below the left car.
Another fact which Is considered
In the murder theory Is that
the
lung contained no water, although
the body had been In two feet of
oil and water at the bottom of the
pit for many hours.
Garcia was last oeen between 7 and
S o'clock Friday night, and the body
was found In the pit Saturday about
noon. Coroner C. W. Marshall was
notified and conducted an Inquest
taking the
during the afternoon,
testimony of several witnesses.
W. A. Stnpp, day foreman, said
Garcia had been working on an engine setting the eccentrics, and that
the set screws were too large, and
the machinist wanted them cut down.
He said that Garcia said he would go
home to his supper and return and
finish the work on the engine.
The foreman told Garcia to finish
the work before going to supper, as
the engine was ordered out at 7:30
foreman
o'clock that night. The
then went to supper, and upon his
return found Garcia still at work.
The machinist said he would work
through until 9:20 and would then
go home. He wag directed to put In
a knuckle pin In another engine.
Upon Investigation the
machinist
found that the engine would have to
be spotted again In order to get the
pin in the proper position. He left
his helner. Lee Hernandez, near the
engine, telling him to watch his tools
while he went to tell the foreman
that the onsne would have to be
snotted. It is learned that, he saw
the foreman, as intended,
Iast sm'ii at 7:30 It was
According to Hernandez
went In
7:30
when
Garcia
about
search of the foreman, and that was
the last time he was seen by men
w orking in the roundhouse
until the
.body was found.
When Garcia did not return Hernandez went to fhe foreman and told
liim, and t!'2 conclusion of the foreman was that the machinist had
gone home, and another machinist
was directed to finish the work.
One of the roundhouse men told
the foreman Saturday morning that
lie had found Garcla's clothes in the
locker, and the foreman then sent
to Garcla's rooming house to see If
he had returned there Friday night.
When It was found that Garcia had
not arrived at the boarding house,
Investigation was made, anl the body
found In the deep clean out pit about
noon yesterday. At the point where
the body was found it was between
10 and 11 feet deep.
tiiL-tliHow Fur.
4
of an Inch In
A small gash
length was found below the left ear,
and blood was ozzlng from the ears
and nostrils. When the coroner arrived he Inquired if there could have
been any motive for a crime, and
learned that Garcia had Imd trouble
with Jose Jimlnez, a flue blower.
Jiminez was sought and said that
all the trouble he and Garcia had
was when he had words with Garcia
because the latter laughed at him
for something he was trying to do
about his work. This occurred on
August 20, but he said they had been
good friends since.
No testimony has been secured
showing that strangers were about
the roundhouse Friday night at the
time Garcia was working around, the
engine .
Coroner Marshall has not returned
his verdict as to the cause of death,
but the opinion of the officials Is that
Garcia was murdered, and that the
body was then thrown Into the deep
pit.
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Philadelphia,

An26.
Pa,, Aug.,
Is coming.
The coal barons of Pennsylvania,
headed by "Divine Right" Buer,
will,
on Sept. 1, compel the public
to pay 25 cents a ton more for the
product of their mines.
The size of the ton Is the same,
the quality the same, wages and expenses the nme, but the price is
vastly different.
Defying the power of the government to convict it of bing a combination in restraint of trade, In the
face of pending suits in the federal
courts, the trust has coolly shoved
up the price of coal a good notch,
enough to net to itself a neat extra
profit of over J6, 000, 000 In one year!

COMING

10

this monster corporation.
Though the miners were awarded
a 10 per cent increase by the Roosevelt arbitration board, they are
about as poor today as they ever
have been. They have had steady
employment, but the necessities of
life are vastly increased.
By the terms of their agreement
the miners must remain peaceable
until next April.
Supply On Hand
During the summer months
the
up
large
trust has been laying
stores of coal. With this reserve on
hand there is now talk of a shut
down of many oollieres this fall.
This would give a reason for the
price of coal at the arbltary swol

FAIR

Silver City. N. M., August 26.
(Speoijtl.) The Silver City fire boys
are getting a team together to send
to the territorial fair at Albuquerque
In October.
The boys expect to be
In shape to make a hard try for tho
prizes.
The funeral of C. P. Crawford,
who was accidentally killed by falling
down a mining shaft at Santa Rita,
took place In this city Sunday after

Ilanl CoI Miner

SQl'l'.lOZH
len figure

Following the action of the PhilaExchange,
which
delphia
Coal
raised the retail prices of anthracoal
cite, officers of the railroad
companies of Pennsylvania are said
on
to have decided
the Increase at
the mines. Half the product of the
mines Is steam coal. This amounts to
25,000,000 tons a year.
Coincident with the increase In
the price of the coal at the mines a
large advance has been made by
coal carrying roads in their freight
rates. The railroads and mine in,
terests are Identical.
In spite of all these Increases It is
said that the New England states
are so short of anthracite that they
will gladly pay any price the trust
demands.

few acreage lots at bargain prices on the

in-

Finest garden land in the valley. Water plenty

for irrigation. Fruit trees on every lot. Within three blocks of
electric street railway and city water pipe line. Unequaled for
suburban residence, poultry raising or gardening. High, rich,
loamy soil.
.

lQE?f Three room

ge

buya

$1700WiU

5

cottage,

$9000 ZJSS

2 lots in with two lots, close in.
northern part of city on in- $200 cash and balance in A bargain.
stallment plan. $50 cash. payments to suit purchaser only.
with 8 per cent interest

KiKlorsnl by the County.
"The most popular remedy in Otsethe best friend of my
family," writes Wm. M. Dletz. editor
and publisher of the Otsego Journal.
Gilbertsvllle. N. Y., "Is Dr. King's
New Discovery. It has proved to be
an infallible cure for coughs and
colds, making short work of the
worst of them. We always keep a
ing the fair In October.
bottle in the house. I believe it to
prescription
At this season we should eat spar be the most valuable
Block, per ton.. S A. 50
lng and properly.
We should also known for lung and throat diseases." Bent American
Nut, per ton
$8.50
help the stomach as much aa pos- Guaranteed to never disappoint the Anthracite
Stove and Furnace
sible by the use of a little Kodol oc- taker, by all druggists. Price 60c and Anthracite
per
ton
$9.60
casionally. Kodol for Indigestion and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Dyspepsia will rest the stomach by
Subscribe lor The Citizen and get
actually digestion of the food Itself.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly
Co.
the news.
noon and was one of the largest

SILVER CIIY FIREMEN

stallment plan.
A

TI1K IIAHD COAIi TIIVSTS
There will be other Jumps during
the winter, unless some Lwndls hits

other coal squeeze

FOR SALE A

si

Ilvlne IUglit riacr
TllltKK Htil'llFS IN

This

Week

fu-

nerals for many years as the deceased was one of the oldest residents as
well as one of the best men of southern New Mexico.
The Silver City base ball team, it
Is understood,
is making arrangements to go to Albuquerque for some
of the big prizes hung up there dur-

go county, and

WAL

WOOD
DRY CEDAR

PINION

AND

TOKNILIiO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

8523 Miles
gi c Ike MM 3mi
Enough to stretch
the way around the world. This
represents the quantity of blue ribbon used by the Pabst
Brewing Company of Milwaukee during the past
year. About six inches of this blue .ribbon is
stamped in gold with the words "Guaranteed
Perfect" and wrapped around the neck of each

John

S.

The St. Elmo
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.Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandiss. Etc.

BARNETT, Prop'r .

JOSEPH

f
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breaking in
needed

Beaven

603 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
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EXCURSIONS
CAN YOU BEAT THIS?

one-thi- rd

bottle of

f'cvor and arc
It Alone.

r

or on

nilK IXSIHANC'E.
Agent for tlie bewt Fire Insnr-anc- p
IVIcplionc us
coiiiinnlv4.
tin amount you want on your
resldi-iK-Iioiik-IioIi- I
a ml
good.
lNuigvmus to delay.
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ABSTRACTS.
AbwtnuH

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

White

Laguna, N. M., August 26. (Sxx
iul.) The Indian tribes of Laguna
and Actinia pueblos will have short
crops and poor grass this year on account of a pestilence of grasshoppers.
The Indians always have a rather
praoarious living from their corn and
but this year
melons and alfalfa,
even that poor supply will be cut
short by millions of grasshoppers
When one
which infest the fields.
walks through the fields the Insects
swarm around like flies. The Indians
tlo not remember when the devesta- tion of their fields has been so great
as their year.
The advance of the Indian In the
ways of civilized people is strikingly
illustrated by a recent phase of the
missionary work In this pueblo.
become
Mauv of the Indians have
dtssatlslied with what they consider
a coldness and laziness among the
members of the mission church here
and have organized a distinctly Inleaders claim
The
dian church.
they do not want to be undi-but
any ecclesiastical government.
will rely wholly for guidance on the
leading of the great spirit. The new
no
relationship
Kect while having
body
organized
with any already.
the comeouters of
closely
And
communions.
thus
the protesiant
docs the Indian progress, from the
heathen of yesterday to the protectant of today w h cannot abide the
of
ooldne-- s
and Inconsistency
the
communion that gave him Christian
birth. And the religious fanaticism
of the relitrious bigot is seen here
among this people as pronouncedly
as unions their civilized brothers.
Rev. John Mordy and Kenneth Gun
have
nn Indian trailer, of tills pi.i.-entered into a partnership for raising sheep. Mr. Gun will manage the
extensive fl x ks of the company, running the sheep on the line ranges
south of town.
of
V'.gt.
Kcv. Van t g
the board of mi'sions of the 1'iesliy-teria- n
!iiir-visited Itev. t'l.uile 11.
Urodh-i- d
at this p. are yesterday
Mr. Vogt is inspecting the mi.'.c'
w
"er tile two tcritories and
preached here t the I: diuns throim!:
a:i interpreter.

NOTARY IIVSIXKS8.
Notary lublie always In the
oftl"e.
IHkiN, mortgage and other dcx'tiiiiciit prepared on itliort
notice.
IOANS.
Money to loan on Bernalillo
unty real estate In mini to milt.
Have negotiated loans on
renl estate for the
20 year, without a single lo-- xit
to
the money leaner. Safety for the
eapltnll. and MatLxfaetJon to tlie
A

Itiint'lios anil busl-nofall on us and
we will fumi.vlt what you want.

CHURCH
of

ihmIi.

roM-rty- .

i

M. R. Summers, Secy.

Telephone 10

e

Orp-jrni'K- ln

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
UKAIi KSTATE.
Ijiirjrt
IIhC of
for
nortlos vasalo. Including rvsitlcm-and

h

THEIR

J.

219 West Gold

Autopsy Shows Neck Broken
By Blow From Blunt
Instrument.
I:i Paso, Tex., Auk.. 27.

a L. Brooks, Pres.

$6,000,000

My

IN PIT
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Pabst
ID)

To Colorado and eastern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 31st
Rates to principal points.
Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.
re-tu- rn

lUCJCM-OpUlDThe Beer of Quality
L

II
17

m

lit

lllllll

i s wmmA

Some idea of the popularity of this famous
brew may be gathered from the size of this
order for blue ribbon labels.

The blue ribbon is the mark of excellence
and is used only on Pabst Blue Ribbon, "it
is the maker's pledge of quality and your
guaranty of purity.

When you order Deer, insist upon
having Pabst Blue Ribbon. You
can recognize the bottle by the blue
ribbon fastened to its neck, as
shown in the illustration.

Made by Pabst at Milwaukee
Ernct Meyers & Co.,
W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque.
Phone

125.

'he

start.

(

The burning and

aching

:aused by stiff soles ;'.nd the
svils of thin soles aie presented by the Red Crc ss. It
snables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish
hoe thafs

E.

A'o.

taumt

Si, R'i Cm
(Ml

Bluktrt

Agent.

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

right.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

of

Mexico

From the north to the south
and with its branch lines reaches the most important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon.
Zacatecnii,
Aguascallentes, San
lxuls. Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-to- ,
Guadalajara,
and many other places worth
seeing.
The lUchPHt Mlnlnjr,
Lumber
and Cattle Producing taiid
vijhio .tcceaHitiie by This
Great System.

ligh Shoes.
$4.00
' let us fit you.

Can

WM. CHAPLlh
121 RallroMd

Anoat

TOURISTS

learn of much
Is
Intensely Interesting and that
create
a desire to visit ths

Or THP
MONTEZUMAS
LAND

Mexican Central Railway, as

It are to be found brief sketeh-Ir-

KILL the COUGH
AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Infor-matio-

Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR

OoycHs
OLDS

C F. BERNA
Commercial Agent

PHICE

n X. it IVI
TriaJ Bottl. Fret
AND Al 1. THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES

g

GUARANTEED BATISFACIOlil ,

.OR MONEY

r.fUND0.

I

,nJ thln
f.v.P!a0.'"
that, for grandeur, ln Mei.
and historical value, antiguliy
have no
equal In the World.
Folders, rates and all
n
furnished on application

WITH

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

1

- THE

The City of Mexico

)xforda,
$3-- 5

PURQY,

South First burtwi

Traverses the Republ'c

or Minneapolis and
return $52.10. Tickets en

T

SOT

The
standard Railway

St. Paul

ticulars.

flONEKR BAKERY

Mexican Centra!

absolutely
romfortcble

ereign Grand Lodge.
sale Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct. 2, '07.
Call at Ticket Office for Par-

weary mile to even equal our cakes,
pies, pastry, rolls, etc. Our goods
are always In demand, because those
who know appreciate
their excellence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and souroe of our
success.

"-

Account I. O. O. F., Sov-

And Bottled only at the Brewery.
116 118

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfort able from

In tho way of bakery products? Certain U La that you'll travel many a

EL PASO, TEXAS.
v. i). MrunocK,
Pajaet'Ktu- - Trartlc Manager
J. C. Mi-!AIJ,
Oenl. Pa?. Aeent.
.11 V UK MEXICO, MEXICO.
sa sawwn
jg.yr

fijii
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

BOSTON

TRAIN BARELY ESCAPES

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

ANY

INTO A

PLUNGING

CITIZEN.

EVENING
IDEAL

COMP-

Monday, ArrasT

REMEMBER

IS SURELY

RIVER
MANAGING EDITOR

scnsciurnox hates.
One your by ninll In sulvnnpe
Ona month hy nuiil

ndcr Art

matter

ni

The only Illustrated dnlly newspaper In New Mexico nntl the best
medium of the Southwest.

theThe

citizen is:

amu'qi-erqv- e

iPmlliiR Republican dally and weekly newspaper of

the Southwest.
and the "Square Deal."

Tlie advocate of Republican principle

THE AMUQEEROrE CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job demrtment In New Mexico.
The latent reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News

So trice.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

8 fie

CouCd Cooli

Mm. George Fheldon, wife of the governor of Nebraska has solved

"the

fervant problem."

A few days afro Mm. Sheldon lost nil her household help. When the
last jrirl went away Mrs. Sheldon rolled up her sleeves, put on her apron
and dust cap nnd started to do her work without assistance.
More than that. When the governor, who had some guest? to dine,
remarked that he would take them to the hotel, Mrs. Sheldon said: "No,
bring them right up to the mansion." She cooked the dinner a good one
malted on the table and tlew from the kitchen to the dining room Just 08
nhe did when she was the wife of farmer Sheldfjn down on the "old home

place."
The new.pnpem printed a fine story about It.
Why shouldn't the governor's wife do her own work when It became
necessary? We are all plain people and none of us are above working.
There is no doubt Gov. Sheldon could. If need were, take his hand at the
plow and chop wood for his wife's stove besides.
But the moral of the story Is this: Mrs. Sheldon was properly educated.
Of course she Is a cultured woman. She Is a club leader and all that.
But her education has not been neglected.
That Is not education which puts a young girl upon a platform, dressed In white, to read an essay on the heroines of Shakespeare when at the
same time she cannot cook a meal or take care of a home.
That is not education which unfits a girl rather than fits her for a ntr-mcareer.
That is not education which falls to teach a girl the duties of wife and
homemaker, and which sometimes goes further to create in her a distaste
for such work and encourages the belief that she should be above such
things.
education.
We are Just beginning to see the falsity of Buch
That Is why along with our manual training for boys we are Introduc"
lng In the schools domestic science for the girls. The parent ought to
Instruct the daughter In these matters. If she can. Falling in that, the state
must give this practical Instruction.
Mrs. Sheldon's pretty story of "Every Governor's Wife Her Own Mansion Keeper" Is a fine object lesson for American girls who have Imbibed
wrong Idea as to what constitutes an American lady.

Base Bad to tfie Rescue
If there is one thing that will save this era from being one of materialism, drudgery, the almighty dollar and the almlghtier trust it Is baseball
There lives no man with soul so dead who will not leave the ofQce or the
mansion or the cottage or In fact most anywhere except the county Jail, to
... ,y
go out and root for the home team.
The
Right now Albuquerque has a variety of baseball aggregations.
Mcintosh Browns, the Geronimos, the Barelas nine and a superfluity ol
kid organizations all anxious for scalps.
Albuquerque Is one of the liveliest baseball towns In the southwest. The
local fans yefterdny witnessed a game between the Geronimos and the Socorro team, shouted themselves hoarse, saw the Geronimos lose the game,
rushed for a car and upon reaching Second street and Central' avenue, the
whole crowd made a wild race for the nearest telegraph office to find out
how the Brownies were making out against the Trinidad bunch.
The score was one to one: It would have done old John D. Rockefeller good Just to hear the healthy American yell when that score was announced. Then the gloom that fell over the crowd when Trinidad swiped
on Wall street.
the game at a score of 2 to 1. would remind one of a slump
There Is no danger of America becoming wholly mercenary so long as
baseball continues at Its height.
There can't be much of a trust or combine formed while some rubbery
armed pitcher Is delivering goods that no batter can find. No trust mag
nate nor office boy, could be Induced for a mere financial consideration, to
miss a game where the core was one to one In the eight inning ana odds
were even on the result of the ninth.
What this country needs is not a bigger army or a bigger navy but more
baseball.
An optimist Is a man who can toss all night on a cushion In a
valley passenger coach and then admire the sunrise, says an Arizona paper.
A pessimist Is a man who reads every word in the paper without a line
from the outside world and then declares that "there is nothing In it."
An Englishwoman's declaration that the falling off of the birth rate
In England Is due to the precedence of millinery over matrimony in the
hearts of her fellow women gives rise to fearful speculations. What If

Mother Eve had gone

In

ber 17.

Philadelphia, Ph., Aug., 20. The
forward truck on one of t lie passenger
to the
I'ottsvllle
coaches attached
accommodation train on the Phila
delphia and Heading road. Jumped
a switch on the west
side of tne
Schuyklll river near the approach to
Schuykill bridge In this city, and the
entire train narrowly escaped plunging over a sixty-fo.embankment
leaving
Into the river. After
the
track the train ran eighty yards, the
wheels tearing up the
derailed
roadbed for the entire distance. The
passengers were thrown from their
seats, but none were injured.
Scenes of wild confusion followed
the stopping of the train, and the
passengers seemed unable to recover
hemselves for several minutes. Many
of the women ran about shrieking as
though they were painfully hurt, but
when examined by
physicians. of
whom several were soon on the scene
it was discovered that not a person
was more than badly bruised.

E. L. Fairchild, manager of the
Iloston Ideal opera Company, was
and concluded
e
arrangements with Manager
of the Albuquerque Traction
company for playing a two weeks'
engagement at the Casino. The company will arrive on the 17th of September and play
three operas a
week during the engagement. In Ei
Paso they played to big business and
were warranted in extending their
time In that city to several weeks
longer than was expected. The El
Paso newspapers lent hearty support
to the company as soorl as they were
convinced that only first class performances were given.
Since leaving Albuquerque
they
have added a number of new operas
to their repertoire and it will not be
necessary for them to repeat
any
that were produced here during the
former engagement. Also, the company has been strengthened by the
acquisition of Frank O. Burgess, a
brother of William and Arthur Burgess, otherwise the cast is the same.
If Frank Dale, who Is at present
convalescing from a critical illness
at St. Joseph's hospital, is able to ap
pear, ne will be reengaged to piay
certain roles In the company when It
comes here.
Manager Fairchild said there was
a possibility of his company remaining here during the territorial fair if
the
indications for good business
were sufficient.

AO

lit the Postofflcc of Albuquerque, N. M.,
of Congress of March 3, 1879.
oonl-cl-

Edge.

$5.00
60

One month by currier within city limits

for fashions instead of a family!

There Is one advantage at leant In being Isolated from the outMde
world, says the Arizona Sliver Belt. Japan may have declared war on the
United States and, as we don't know anything about It, we have nothing to
Ket excited about.
York man "resigned" from a thirteen club of which he was a
said about
by committing suicide, which, as Arthemus Ward
drinking whisky like It was so much water, "is about as big a fool way
of going to perdition as I know of."
A New

me-mbe-r

England classes our navy as the second In strength and efficiency In
to
the world England of course, being first. Mr. J. Bull, however, oughtnavy
remember I'aul Jones and the, time when England didn t clasa our
at all.
Jersey statesman who helped to secure the enactment of
laws killed a boy with his automobile the other day. Itut. then. It's
hard to run an automobile and remember ones past at me same lime.
A New

Cucumbers are Raid to be 95 per cent water, and us Texas hirs a
of cucumbers a day It is easy to understand what becomes of the water
in that state that Isn't UHid for bathing purposes.
again seen in the ca?e
The baleful influence of the
of Red Shirt, the Sioux warrior, who committed suicide because his wife's
mother refused to live with him and chop all the family wood.
mother-in-la-

w

Is

The Onwiha Examiner tells of a Muskogee Indian who went to church
sac k coat. If Mark Twain hears of it
he will wonder why he never thought of that combination.
Herr Rebel, the German socialist, might asy well try to make us be
there !s no Justice In
lieve there are no hops in Germany "3
America."

arrayed itt a blue union suit and a

15

YEARS

IS

COMPLETED

Recent Donations of S 1 75.- - BAR ASSOCIATION WAS
000 Will Merely Construct
ROYALLY ENTERTAINED
One Crossing.

the

see-ski-

knee-hig- h

n

yoke having gone out of fashion, Newport has Inaugurated
skirt. Thus do the styles veer from one extreme to the

New York. Aug., 26. Announce
ment has been made that the crossing

completed through the SlUU.uOit fund
contributed by J. P. Morgan, and the
7,0oo given by George S. Bowdern.
It Is thought that It may be seventy-fiv- e
years before the cathedral Is
fully completed, but the completing
of the crossing will give space where
5,000 people may congregate.
This new work that is provided for
will carry the building from the choir
to the great arch, thus making the
arms of the . auditorium which is to
be erected ultimately.

other.
Why all this excitement about a meat famine
they lived on champagne and truffles in Gotham.

in New

York?

Thought

Secretary Taft can see no black peril in the south, but this view will
make dark reading for Senator Tillman. ,
The Ohio youth who ate pie while robbing a pusiofflce and was arrett
ed can hardly be blamed for feeling crusty.
Found at last, a perpetual
applied for by T. l.
Read trie advertisements
business !n Albuquerque.

motioa machine

in the Citizen and you

I'atent

the wllliaintaft.
v.411

know who

Is

doing

F. H. Strong
Hunter's

$

t A Good Gun
and

Ammunition

fcll,

(Continued from Pnse One.)

If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Our sort of School Clothes puts a Boy on his metal
and his manliness stands right out They're just
right. Don't think of buying cheap or inferior Clothes
for a School Boy. It won't pay. It never pays ! Our
School Suits can not be made better or priced lower.
Our prices and quality agree.
Our sort of School Suits are made from the most durable
Cheviots and Cassimeres. Sewed with
strong-butto- ns
on with strong linen thread. Every point where
strain comes is reinforced. Nothing omitted that would
add to the appearance of the Suit. And yet we name
such moderate prices as
lm-Silk-lini-

$3.00, $4.00, $5.00, $6
ever) School Suit we sell to hold

guarantee

We

y,

I

miamminmimn

dhiall

nsdl

e,

.

Winchester Reoeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

w

--

.

CornerandConnr

Ammunition By the Car Load

esli-mat-

fa

furnishings at our .store.

AT ROSWELL

"The Law of Waters and the Futuro
of Irrigation in New Mexico,"
and
though he pleaded lack of time to
prepare for such a big subject was
fully satisfactory In his address, nevertheless.
A. II, McMlllen spoke on the subject of "Statehood'' and in an eloquent address presented many Interesting and vital facts in connection
with that important theme.
Judge G. A. Richardson responded
EDDIE MERRIMAN
to the toast, "Domestic Relations"
In the absence of Judge Edward A.
Mann, to whom the subject
was
HAS BAD RECORD originally allotted.
William Robinson, editor of the
Register-Tribunhandled the theme,
"The Press." In a frank and intermanner,
esting
presenting
phases of
Police Foil Jail Break Young Hello
the newspaper profession which' are
Arrested For Stealing; Bicycle
great In Importance though not genJames Hoslck, police detective for erally realized by the public.
the city of Eos Angeles, arrived In
R. H. Hanna, secretary of the asthe city this morning to get Eddie sociation, responded
to
the toast,
Merriman, the young man wanted in "The Bar of Chavez County."
Los Angeles
ou
and
Those- PiVM'iit.
arrested
board an eastbound Santa Fe train
Those who attended the banquet
by Thos. McMillin, chief of police of were: C. R. Price, of Carlsbad; A.
Albuquerque.
B. Renehan, of Santa Fe; Judge Ira
Merriman is the one whose head- - A. Abbott and A. B. McMlllen,
of
work figured out the attempted JaJl Albuquerque; Will Robinson, K. K.
break, which was discovered Satur Scott. R. Kellahin, H. De B. Heflin,
day night none too soon, and it Is Percy Eva.s, F. D. Lawhead, J. T.
believed that he has a criminal rec- Evans, K. S. Woodruff, H. H. Major,
ord that reaches across the contin- Jr., of Alamogordo;
Charles De
ent. The officers had a talk with him Freest, of Alamogordo; H. H Ma
this morning and he admitted that xtor, of Alamogordo; O A Richardson.
he had been In trouble In Pittsburg. R. L. Graves, George B. Barber, of
Chicago and at Denver, previous to Lincoln; J. S. Lea, John A. Haley,
going to jjos Angeles, When asked of Capltan; J. W. Thomas, E. A.
what kind of trouble he had been In Cahoon, W. M. Atkinson, Col. J. W.
be told the officers that that was for Wilson, J. F. Hinkle, John B. Armthem to find out.
strong, of Carlsbad; D. L. Meyers, of
In attempting to escape from the Amarlllo; George A. Fleming, of
room In the Korber building, which East Las Vegas; Lucius Dills, Judge
is serving as a Jail, Merriman and Dills, R. T. McClung, W. S. Prager.
two other prisoners flug a hole In a John W. Poe. C. L. Mallard. R. H.
brick wall, which would let them on Hanna, Wm. H. Pope and
S. H. Cowthe outside, and when discovered had an.
gotten so well along that one more
.McMlllen Well Pleased.
Drlck remained between them
and
When asked about the trip, A. B.
freedom. The plot was uncovered by McMlllen
that upon the whole
the chief of police and the prisoners it was onestated
of the most pleasant that
removed to the county Jail.
ever
he
made.
"At one time when
A young man by the name of Kel-lewe were
on the Macho Hals,
of 1423 West Central avenue, about 27 stranded
miles from Roswell, with
was arrested by officer Knanti today the rear axles
of
two automobiles
charged with stealing a bicycle own
broken,
standing In the rain,
ed by Norman Mayo. The wheel was mud and and
water,
uncertain as to
recovered. Young Kelley says that he whether or not and
the only remaining
got the wheel from another boy.
automobile, with the ladles, would
reach Roswell and send back relief,
AriTlOX SALES.
things looked
drearv. Hut the
Of stocks of all kinds will be made automobile didraiher
get through, and card
twice a month at Mitchell's lud were sent to our relief and we soon
Barn, on Copper avenue. Mr. Mitch- forgot our troubles.
ell has decided upon this plan of
"The
of the bar associadisposing of stock owing to the many tion was session
one of the best we have ever
demands he has from both purchas- held. The addresses were exceedingers and sellers to handle horses, ly lntresting, and especially that of
mules, vehicles, harness, etc.
Samuel H. Cowan, of the Fort Worth
The first sale will begin Saturday,
on
Interstate commerce act.
August 31st at 2 o'clock p. h.. sharp. bar."Not the
only the lawyers
of the
August 31st at 2 o'clock p. in., sharp, Pecos valley, but
the people of Roshorses broken to saddle and harness. well, took keen interest In our meetThey range In weight from 600 to ings, all of which were well attend
1,000 pounds each.
This Is an ex- ed. We met with such spontaneous
cellent opportunity for some of the hospitality everywhere that our Slav
city's young folks who are interested could not have been more pleasant."
in securing a nice pony, to buy one
at their own price. Other livestock
Eczema.
will also be in the sale. Nothing sold
For the goud of those suffering
private.
eczema
or other such trouble. I
with
Mr. Mitchell will
be
pleased to wish to say, my
had something
have you list anything In the sto.k of that kind and wife
after using the docline with him early, in order that he tors' remedies for
some time conmay be able to advertise same before cluded to try Chamberlain's
Salve and
next sale.
It proved to be better than anything
Terms of sale, cash, anil everything she had tried. For sale by all
will positively go to the highest bidder. Inspect slock at Red Harn before sale.
F. II. MITCH EEL,
OFF FOR SCHOOL
.SCOTT KXKillT,
Auctioneer,
Cntil i Market
The boys and girls will be off for
ti.
Chicago, Auf.,
Cattle
at 23.IHHI. Steady to 10 high- school shortly and if they need anywe
er. Peeves 1 4 30 ti 7 . 4 5 ; cows and thing In wearing apparel
ate
prepared to fit hem out with Clothheifers, II 33 fii f 50; Texas, 3 75
ing,
Hats
We
4
14
and
sell
Shoes.
the
western, f 25 6. 50; Mockers
and feeders, $ 2 60 fu 1 5 .00 ; calves. well known "linsier Brown" Shoes
Girls.
oilier simes
$6.00. Sheep estimated at ls.ooo. for Hoys and
Steady to 10 higher. Sheep $3.25u $1.10 and up. We are selling a nice
5.h0; yearlings, $5 60 '( 6 40 ; lambs. line of girls wash dresses at a big reduction. Hoys' knee pants, all sizes,
15. 40 i 7.60.
Kansas City. Mo., Aug., 2il. Cat- 25c. 50c and 75c. liovs' knee pants
Hoys'
long
tle, 15,000, Including 2.000 ouihcrns. suits. $2.00 to $4.50.
pants suits. $3.50 to $6.00; B"ys'
Steady,
Southern steers, 13.65'ij caps.
25c and 60c; Boy's hats 25o
$4.o; southern cows. 12 00 ii 3 25. to $1.25;
Boys' suspenders, 5c, lflc
Pe Witt's Little EarlJ risers don't and 15c per pair; Boys' shirts, 25c
sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to to 0c; Hoys' waists, 25c to 50c. We
take. Sold by J. H. O' Rlelly & Co. cany a big line of dress Ginghams,
Calicos. Shirting, and , Perca les.
To
each bov and girl buying a pair of
TOO LATE TO CI.ASMI'V.
"liuster Urown" shoes we will give a
FOR RENT Three rooms furniohed scheol tablet free.
(AMI 111" VERS ENIOV
ftir housekeeping at 302 South SecWM. DOI.UE
ond fctiect, 12 per month.
Hi N. 2nd hi.
.

TV4

HOME COMFORT during warm weather is given by the use of
cool prairie grass, reed, rattan and mallarca furniture, it looks
cool and inviting, and it feels cool and comfortable. When your
home is furnished with an eye to comfort you needn't run away
from it in summer. You can find anything you need in summer

of the cathedral of St. John the Irvine on Morningside Heights, will be

--

20 Per Cent for Cash

Right

Chad-bourn-

YET BEFORE
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and are Making a
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WE FILL

ALL THE TIME

PRESCRIPTIONS

Kennedy's

Laxative Cough

11.

Co.

O'Rieliy

No appetite, loss ol strength, nervousness, hescUcho, constipation, bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and eatarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol relieves Indigestion. This uew discovery represents the natural Juices of digestion as they exist In a healthy tomach.
combined with the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
dyspepsia dots not only relieve Indigestion
sod dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Ball, ol Ravantwood, W, Va.. aara:
ara,
I waa trouble! with awr Stomach for faranty
ara naw ualac it ta auk
Kockil curad
aoi

"

FOR

K

KIDNIV

THY
ati
tt4 tata
OO., Ohlcaa

WITTS KIDNEY an BLADDER PIlLI-t-

Prepared

by K. O. DaWITT
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Sour
Stomach
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WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

TO

AVE-

BANK

OF

COMMERCE.

Syrup

jets gently upon the bowels and
clears the whole system of coughs
and colds. It promptly relieves In
flammation of the throat and allays
irritation. Sold by J.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

INCREASING IN VALVE STEADILY. 13 IX) 20 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED IKILLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT MWi:U PRICES
THAN TUEV CAN BE BOUGHT Al
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Stone.
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We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.
OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

j

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

... Staab Building-

Ma

monivw. wr.rsT

2b,

xxxtti

ALBUQUiKQUE

io7.
CXIXTX

MASTERLY ADDRESS OF SOCORRO COUNTY FAIR TRINIDAD
OGDEN

B

VOGT

IS GOING TO BE

AT

EVENING
HANDED

CITIZEN.

TANK FIVKV

TWO "DBlf FARMING" CAMP-

DEFEATS TO THE

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fc Restaurant

BELL TO LECTURE AT

Open Day and Night.

A. J. MALOY

Meal at all Hours. Firt Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

214 Central Avenue
u nri
3
3

3

i
iu get any- i lie piacc
thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

h
R

fi

Talk to Young People-Wor- ds
of the Skeptical.

Last Three Days Beginning September 28 Things
That Will be Doing.

Will

and VEGETABLES

-

A

always

Prices ARE right
You know the goods

Pleased People
Every Day at

Columbus
Hotel

Roller Rink

Mc-Aul-

s

fi-j-

C. F. Allen

i

305 West Gold

AclmlMHion, lOc

Crystal Theatre

H

IU-V- .

m

1

HOTEL PALACE
Owen Dinshai.e.'

. . . .

..Trot-

few-tiour-

2 to
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Mr. Von (ift.1,,1 Vogt, formerly the
ener.il Secretary of tlie Y. P. S. C
K. of the world, but now engaged no
one of the Secretaries of the Hoard
3
of Home Mlwiuns of the Presbyterian
x
church, with headquarters at 156
x
Fifth avenue. New York ritv. addressed a union meeting of the' Methfull line
in odic
and Presbyterian denominations
at the Presbyterian church la fit night.
SLOCK
Mr. Vogt haft been spending his
vacation In a strenuous manner Indeed. In the care of Indian guides
he has been traveling through unexOur
plored portions of Arizona, and Is
here from a trip through the black
mountains of the Navajo country. He
said in an interview that he had' been
in portions of the black
country where the Indians mountain
told him
that no other white man had ever
M trodden, and that he had witnessed
H many thrilling and pathetic scenes In
the hogan life of the Navajo people
whom he classes a the most interesting and gifted of all aborigines.
XIIIIUXXXXXIXXXXHIXXIXIII
Talk to Young People
The subject of Mr. Vogt's address
was
"Young
People's Work in the
OCXXXXXOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX )
Churches." Mr. Vogt
that ns a
8 boy he had thought ofsaid
the church as
an abstract thing, that he had looked
upon It ns a pile of maslnrv. of organs and stained glass windows, with
a pulpit and a minister behind it,
but that the church which he attended had never let him know that there
was something of personal Interest
In the church to him as a bov. or
that there was any way In which he
could be of service, or do anything
to help advance the
kingdom of
God.
The way to Interest a boy he said
Is to let him do something for you.
Now the church has outgrown
the
idea that the young people have no
place In the working personnel, nnd
the growth of the young people's
COOOC)OOCXXXXOCXXX30CXX)CXX)CX)
movements In the churches is one of
the great advance steps In building
up the kingdom of God. "But," said
Mr. Vogt, "We are losing yet over
sixty per cent of the boys who have
been brought up
in
Sunday
the
Schools, and to my knowledge no
denomination has been able to approximately solve the problem of how-thold
these young
men in the
church and keep them at work for
God and righteousness
they
after
have reached the years of free will.
He said that if a committee of the
brainiest men and women In each
church would spend their whole time
In church work to thinking out plans
as to how the boys and girls could be
interested and kept busy in the
church work, It would be the most
profitable expenditure of time given
by any one at work in that church."
About the Skeptical
Mr. Vogt said that Just before he
left New York a gentleman who was
connected with one of the Universities of that city had said to him, "I
am fast growing to be out of sympathy with the church; it is not modern
it is not dealing in things of living
Interest to men." Anda gain at Kansas City a westerner had said, "If vou
are not careful you will find more
people out of the church who belong
to the kingdom of God, than you will
find in it," and again he said, "I
have just been reading an editorial
in a New York paper In which the
OPEX.
editor speaks of having been invited to address a meeting at Jerry
Tuesdays. Thursdays, Saturdays
nnd Sundays, 10 to 12 a. in., 2 to courageWater Street Mission, to enthe support of that mission by
5 p. ni., 7:30 Co 10:30 p. ni.
wealthy churchmen, but he said ho
Friday Nights lteservcd for Prican I ask wealthy men t: give ten
vate Skating Parties.
dollars to Water street mission to
help
a drunkard when
the
Admission,
Skates, 25c same convert
man will nceive one hundred
LADIES FIIEE.
dollars from gome
joint or dive
which helps to make drunkards."
Mr. Vogt said that ie fell that the
men had sp ken
lack of real
knowledge of coid-Monin
the
church, and of the ehur ties' present
attiiuile. but he aid r
duly
of
the
every churchman lo nelp l.y n;s own
manly life, and aggressive work and
intelligent study of conditions to help
Galvanized Cornices, Sky
efface such erroneous Ideas from th2
minds of men.
That the church fs taking a live
Interest In modern affairs was shown
ana storage
by the fact that the
Presbyterian
church has a department of church
Tanks, H o t
and Labor where a secretary and assistant spend their whole time trying
Air Furnaces,
to solve some of the different problems of the labor question and to
Tin Roofing,
try to bring the la,bor classes intj
more
sympathetic relationship
wl;,s
Guttering, etc.
church work. And the work of the
department is recognized by all the
General Jobbing
labor leaders of the country. He believed that the church is taking its
place as one of the most necessary
anil helpful of all institutions
and
that It is using twentieth century
ideas in its management.
The Iuty of All
The speaker said that lie thought
that one of the most important purposes In the Christian's life was to
help win workers for Christ and the
church, that he knew of no nobier
act than for one manly young-mawho is in the church to speak as a
man to soma manly fellow out of
15 Minutes of Amusement
the church and invite him to come
ivlth them in their endeavor to lift
up the community and to solve the
great problem of the moral and social life, and to make their lives and
Influence of constructive value to
social world around.
The
Dr. Jtollins of the MethProgram:
odist church presided at the meeting.
Mr. Vogt left on No. 10 this morning
Anmtenr Xkilit in a Vaudeville
for Santa Fe. he will take a horseTheatre.
back trip through the mountains to
the north and east of Santa Ke inThe Araliian Musician.
specting the mission work among
the Mexican people of that region,
King of SKiiles.
and going through Moro pass will
reach Las Vegas after a ten days'
Fleet rie Belt.
journey. He will go from there direct to New York City to resume his
duties. He will incorporate his New
Mexico and Arizona experiences in
SONUS:
papers
articles f ir religious
and
(.Irl.
S4iti(liern
bonks on studies In mission work.
'no llet Tlilna; In Life.
Cliaiiilx-rlaCoin-- ,
Cholera and
Diarrhoea toned y, liciicr
Than Three Doctors.
"Three yesirs ago we had three
our little boy and every-thin- g
doctors
with
J. It. St'OTTI. Musical Director.
that they could do seemed Id
vain. At last when aU hope eeemed
to be gone we began using Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Jiemedy and in a
he
began to Improve. Today he is as
healthy a child ns parents wish for."
I!. J. Johnston. Linton, MLaa.
Everything New and First Class ForMrs.
sale by all druggists.
o
Kates Reasonable
If you want anything on earth, you
Opposite Depot
".Tii get it through the want columns
if The Evtnln
Citizen. We get
j

First Game 8 to

Cut-of-

Umps

Hls

"N. G."

"Socorro County Fair Association

The Browns are home, and they
didn't bring anything with them; not
even hard feelings, though, according
to a traveling man, .who saw yesterday's game, they should be mighty
sore.
The Sunday game resulted !n a
score of 2 to 1 in favor of Trinidad.
The Coioradlans scored one In the

September if, 29, 30.
Song of the Booster;
Boost, Boost, Boost

For the Socorro County fair;
San Marcial and Albuquerque,
Are both sure to be there;
Magdalena and Belen,
San Antonio and Carthage, too.
Will meet the boys from Kelly
And a big time will ensue."

fourth and the Browns tied the
score In the sixth. For the next
three Innings there was nothing doThis Is a facsimile of the little ing for the Browns, but in the ninth
cards the Socorro boosters, who came the umpire handed his home team
to, Albuquerque yesterday on a .spec- the winning run, by calling safe a
ial train to see their base ball team runner that was out by two feet In
do things to Martin
ltyan's Irish the end of what should have been a
lads, wore dangling from their but- double. The first man had gotten to
ton holes.
first on a ball,
which hud
been
They were boosting for the Socorro knocked
by
down
Galgano and
county fair and they were doing il reached Kunz at second too late for
right. The date of the Socorro coun- the throw. The next ball was knockty exposition is at the top of the ed to Clancy and was thrown to
card and the little ditty, called the Kuiu at second, who passed the bull
boosters gong, tells who are going to to first.
The man at second was
be there.
called out, but the umpire gave the
Tlie Ilenl Tiling.
batter the base. Galgano gave the
And according to V. K. Martin, next man a pass, and as there were
secretary of the Socorro county fair two outs and the next man was also
to till the bases. The next
association, it is going to be the real walked
man up scratched a hit and the score
thing.
Mr. Martin was in the city yester- resulted.
Galgano pitched gilt edge ball durday doing some boosting himself and
making contracts for attractions for ing ills game, but Crabie proved a
pmir box artist in fast company. The
his show.
"We have all kinds of money and pitching of iletz was on a par with
we are not ufrald to spend It," said the pitching of Galgano. But eight
Mr. Martin at the station last night hits were made in the Sunday game,
as he was about to board the special each team getting four.
Albuquerque's score In the final
train to return home.
"We are going after the best at- game was made by Shay, who went
tractions that money can buy, and to first on a dead ball and stole secwhen the date rolls around, if you ond, from where he was sent home
want to see a real live exposition, by a single by McDonald.
Outside of ,the bitter pill handed
come down to the Gem City.
them by the umpire In the second
that the fair opens on Sep- game,
the Albuquerque boys were actember ami lasts three days, and
we are going to give
the people corded royal treatment by ail Trini
something new every day. We will dad, and the misconduct of his umps
have a carnival company and we cannot oe charged to the town nor to
will have a
there the ball team. game Is
The second
said to have
will be horse races and other kind.i
of races, drill contests and a stock been the fastest game of ball ever
show, with liberal prizes for all the played in Trinidad.
Saiunla y's (in inc.
contests. There will prizes for the
Both teams played loosely in the
best of all kinds of fruit and vegetables, and there will be base bail nrst game, 'j he Coloradoans made
one more hrt than the Browns, but
games.
to a large extent, the result was due
$300 For Three Games
the bunching of them and luck.
"The association is going to offer to
The tabulated score Is as follows:
$300 for three games between AlbuTRINIDAD.
querque and El Paso, the winner of
Players
AB. H. H. PO. A. E.
two games out of the three to take Green,
us
2
3
2
0 1 0
the big end of the money. This wlil Webster, 2b
give the visitors
at the Socorro MeClellan, rf. . . . 43 02 03 05 00 01
county fair tlie best base ball to be Nelhoff, 3b
5
1
0 0 0 1
had in this part of the country, and Brierly, c
4
0 0 8 3 2
will also furnish an attraction for ' Sw eet, If
3
1
0 2 4 0
the sports of Albuquerque and El Craig, cf
1
3
1
0
0 0
Paso.
Harper,
1
4
0
7
0
0
lb
"We are preparing to make the
1
4
1
0
2
1
wild west department of the fair a Nash, p
special feature.
The broncho bust. .32
8
8 27
Totals
6
ing will eclipse anything of the kind
that has been pulled oft in the southALBUQUEftQUE.
west in years.
We have the bron- ' Players
AB. lt. iH. PO. A. K
chos right off the range and we also Kunz,
1
5
0
5
0
2
have the busters right out at the end Clancy, 2bss
4
0 0 1 0 2
of the Magdalena branch.
The lat- Cralble, p
1
5
0
2
0
2
ter have all premised to be present.
4
1
1
1
If
0 1
There will be cock lights and Galli-na- s Graham,
4
0
0 0 3 0
(chicken) races, and there will Mcllugh. cf
... 3 01 1 2 0 0
be no Imitative substitutes used in Diamond,
1
1
1
4
3b
4
Kathbun.
either case.
1
Shay, lb
4
0 2
0
6
Curry Will ISuLo Biscuit
f.
McDonald,
0 0 5 2
"Another feature of the fair that
is bound to make a big hit will be a Totals
7 24 11
2
37
6
cow camp, just like those one sees
Score by Innings:
out on the range. This department Trinidad
8
will be lu charge of Captain Cooney, Albuquerque
1 1 0 (I
2
and the day that Governor George
Summary:
bases Craig 2,
Curry is going to attend to the fail, Harper, Kunz. Stolen
Two
base hits
he and Captain Cooney are going to Sweet.
Three base hit Kathbun.
bake biscuit in a Dutch oven and eat Home runs
Webster,
Graham. Sacthem as they used to do twenty-fiv- e
hits McClelland, Clancy. lilt
years ago on the trail. The governor rifice
by pitched ball Green. Struck out
is going to deliver an address, and
by Nash 7; by Craible 7.
Basas
several other well known speakers of on balls
off Nash I; off (Vaible 6.
tne territory will be present to take Attendance, 600.
game,
Time
of
part in the program. On Curry day
L'mplre, Bennett.
special trains will be run from Albu- 1:50.
querque and El Paso to carry the
crowds.
MATSON SAYS THE
"These are a part of the things
ina,t are going to happen In connection with the Socorro county fair.
TRINIDAOS ARE IT
If you want to know any more about
the show, consult the advertising
matter, which will make its appearance within the next week. We exFor Three
pect visitors from El Paso on the Clifton Coiihx Saturday
Gn men Diamond Is) Signed For
south and Las Vegas on the north,
-- on
Sek-Kest
Sco
of
Signs
and out. west ns far as Socorro coun(nlgano
ty line, and we are going to show
them the time of their lives. And
Manager O. A. Matson, of the Adon't you forget it," concluded Mr. lbuquerque Browns,
returned on
Martin as he swung aboard the out- the flyer today fromwho
Trlndad, where
going special.
his Brownies got trimmed both Saturday and Sunday, said this afternoon that they never had more royal
LEARNARD S UNOEM'S
treatment than whs accorded them
by the people of Trinidad and Captain Webster's sluggers. They were
given the best the city afforded and
never for a moment lacked for entertainment, even when it came to
playing base ball.
Trinidad
The
Are you aware that at Learnard & bunch is the hardest nut the Browns
Lindemann'a music store on Gold have been up against this yenr, mid
Avenue, you may hear a concert or when they come to this city a week
from next Saturday and Sunday, Aan opera every evening, that Is
better than the majority of lbuquerque will see a base ball game
the ones that visit our opera house.' with no phony parts to It.
After a couple of days' rest the
There Is not an evening of the six.
that you do not find a little crowd Browns will begin practice for the
ciiftiHi games, which are scheduled
of a dozen or so music lovers gathered in the store or on the sidewalk for next Saturday. Sunday and MonClifton is reputed to be the
in front, listening to their matchless day.
big "Victor" reproduce the masters, strongest team in Arizona, so these
ami it is creditable to the town thai games are bound to be hot ones. Jack
the crowd is growing every evening. Diamond, who made the Trinidad
It is the common lament of the trip with the Browns, has been signresident of the small town that they ed for the remainder of the season.
Frank Selee, manager of the Pu
lack the advantages of the city, but
it is doubtful whether the wail is eblo Indians, attended the Alliuquer- 1
iue-nnioart games. and
well founded. About the only adselected
vantages of the city over the town what he wanted of the material In
games.
Galgano was signed by
are along the lines of music, art, lec- the
Selee and goes to Pueblo next sea
tures and tlie like, and in tlus day of son.
Selee prophesies that he will sell
books, ami almost perfect reproducthe Italian before next season is over
tion In art and musij, this line of adto
one
of the senior leagues. The vetvantage becomes very faint Indeed.
manager says that he never saw
The conscientious citizen is usually aeran
pitcher
field his position like Galcareful that schools lie plenty, and gano
does.
opportunity for education not lacking, but unfortunately, the equal neKidney and Liadder Pills
cessity f ir the advancement of aes-t- areHeWltt's
best f ir !;:ckache nnd weak
tis standards is not so thoroughly
by J. H. O'ltieliy & Co.
Sold
realized. For that reason the nightly almost continuous concert going
on at Learnard &
is an
.FOIt SAI.F One of the llne- -t
advance step In the right line, and
4
combination driving and rid- a factor of Importasce In the culture
lug hornc in New Mevlco. Mis- rrf the people,
for It Is impossible
cars obi. ( nil lc
soiiri
bred. si
lor a man or a woman much more
h i'ii
until Tuesday at (ioftV
so. a child
to listen to a reproducBlacksmith Imp. Copix
no- tion of Caruso or Sembrlch or Melba
line. Hie price is
or E.imes
21. Ibis
nights a week,
several
is
Miitiible
a
horse
physician
for
without having his musical tastes re-or anoiie who upprectulc line 4
led. and h.s whole sympathetic anil
liorsi-llcsh4
emotional nature elevated.
It :s unf irtunate that there Is not
i
pint
One
cures
mineral
water
and
every
family, and
i phonograph in
at the present reasonable
price wf prevents constipation. Atk your grothe niach'nes, ther
should be. if cer for It.
you uki not possess a phonograph of
Subscribe for The Ctt-and gel
your own, g i around to Mr. Learn-ur- d
nnd k him to put on "Caruso." the news.
er

merry-go-roun-
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Merchants Do Bust
ness With Albuquerque
iWholesalers.
f

C.

W. M. McCoy, of McCoy A Co.,
general merchants at Mountalnalr, N.
M., spent yesterday In the city nnd
left orders for supplies with Albuquerque wholesale merchants aggregating $4,000. Mountalnalr Is one of
the thrifty new towns on the Belen
cut-of- f.
A few merchants
like Mr.
McCoy on the cut-obuying goods In
Albuquerque doesn't look like that
road was going to cut the Duke City
off much.
Speaking of Mountalnalr, Mr. McCoy said that property
there had
thrlbled in price within two years and
was going up every minute.
The
most unique feature about the place
Is that there are no saloons there,
and this peculiarity for a thrifty
town is one of the advertising features of the place.
"We have been offered $1,000 for
the exclusive saloon right on the
Mountalnalr townslte." said Mr. McCoy, "but there was nothing doing
for the men who wanted the privilege.
We are going to have a temperance
town If such a thing is to
'
be had.
We have the finest water
in New Mexico, and plenty of It, and
If any one comes along thirsty we refer them to the city well.
"On nexit Thursday, August 29th,
we will have with us at Mountaln
alr. Professor
Campbell, the dry
rarming expert. Air. Campbell Is going to deliver an address at the town
hall, and we are going to make the
occasion one of the historical events
of Mountalnalr.
The Mountalnalr
Commercial club has put up purses
ror norse anil root races and there
Is going to be a barbecue In the mml
old fashioned style. We are going to
have entertainment for the natives m
well as the many new English sneak
ing farmers who have moved Into the
country within the past few vears.
The program will begin In the morn
ing and there will be something do
ing day and night every' single minute."
Mr. McCoy went
to Belen last
night and will go to Mountalnalr.
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Superior Lumber and Mill Co.

We have the only planing mill In the
that Is equipped to make Sash. Doors. Mouldings. Store southwest
Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill is expected
to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.
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New-Mexic-

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-to-

ioo-i- ii

Is evident
must soon own

you want to eet to
cool place In a hurry, wire oa at Glor-'et- a,
X. M., telling ns what train yon will take and coma on up.
Our wagon vlll meet you.
Tlie round trip fare to Glorleta Is $5.60; tlie stage fare to the
ranch Is $1 and the rate at th .Juich Is 8 per week.
Wo will try to see that you liave a good time. The fishing Is
good.
IX

that sheep

raisers
their own grazing
very
are
land. There
few solid tracts
wnn perfect title. 1 offer 25,000 acre
grazing tract, on Cebolleta Grant:
also 5,000 acres adjoining, of winter
grazing, with valleys producing fine
corn, etc., witnout irrigation.
L. B. PKINCE, Santa Fe, X. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH
cooooooooooooco

Life Insurance.
For
cents you can now
yourseir
insure
and ramily agnlnst
any bad results from an attack of
colic or diarrhoea during the summer months. That Is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medicine that has never been known to
fall. Buy it now, it may save lire
For sale by all druggists.
twenty-fiv- e

SCHWARTZMAN

&

Tel. 480

THE VALLEY RANCH

TO SHKKPMEX.

It

Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

VV.

flpoooocxxooc

Pecos, New Mexico

Whose Fault Is It?

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you havs good
building material you're going to bs
disappointed "Thafa What!" "Ifa
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.

WITH

Meat, Poultry and Fish

GRANDE

RIO

211 W. Central, Tel. 328

LUMBER

GO.

Phone 8

Corner Third and Marquette

Do You Realize
it- -

t;

These Are
vA

vsm

the Serious Consequences

of

Ji

Long-Continue-

EYE STKAIX?
Priceless above all possessions is the
Eyesight. If you suffer from Headaches after using the eyes for a per
iod, or if you have poor vision, SEE
1,'S. Your Eyes Tested, and an Honest Opinion as to their needs i'HEE.
Central Ave.

mea

l

..k a ':eii
iriX

Buying

WtaS

Days

Easy Terms

i

and

JA'

Low Prices

Do you Intend buying
enlcle , enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pars us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Income.
Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons ef
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

C. H. CARNES, O. D.
Ill

Carriage

v'--

Phone 452.

vs.

Consult

a

Reliable

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
$
Gold Crow. is
Painless Extracting:. . . 50c

4

Corner First and Tileras Road.

$8

ALL WORK ABSOMTFLY

'

Albuquerque Carriage

Dentist

SPENDING
TOO MUCH MONEY?

-

A certain man opened a checking account
with u$ not Ion? ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had. and na A ill (wife
by check. Before long', he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.

VMS. COPP and PETTIT.
ROOM ia, X. T. AB.MIJO BLDG.
TTXXTIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX

His checking account gave him a complete
record of all receipts and expenditures. To-tathis man is saving regularly because be
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.

XX

y,

Tilt Parisian

Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth St.

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

Fdal Manage
Klectrokl

Hair Dreislnj

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Snampoolof
Scalp Treatment
Manicuriag
Childreo' Hair Cutting

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

We manufacture

all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours. Puffs, Wigs, etc.
HEAL IIAIll NETS
Sanitary French
Hair
Rolls.
All
poinp Wave.
The new
shades to be worn under the
hair instead of ruffing one's
own novelties in back and aids
combs.
Mr. and Mrs.

Co.

GL'AJl-ANTEE-

Limb-malm'-

fi

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

W. U. PATTERSON

311-31-

AI,lll

James Slaughter.

Proprietors
ZXZXXZXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXSXa

3

Livery
find Huurtlini'
Wot Kilter Avenue.

t
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Telephone 57.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

PAGE SIX.
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CITIZEN.

Hilton, Hagerman, Cook. Zlmmerly
Iiempke, Edwards 2, Ortlx. Time,
Umpire, Coomb.
tlnrHnft 3. Madrid I.
The Harelus Grays was the only
base ball team of Albuquerque to
win yesterday.
The Grays went to
Madrid to play the Madrid miners
and they showed the miners a thing
or two about the game. The score
S. A. Wiseman has resigned from
f'iur batters hit for slnfflo each, and was 3 to 1. The victorious llrays rethe city council at Raton.
wnpti Allen
called l'i from center turned to the city last night.
ai
field, the Socorro end of the score
hoard showed seven tallies, and the stopped a
The Chaves county teachers' Instibaoes were still full.
MAIL Ili:it I.KTTKIl tute Is In session at Roswell with a
Under the fire of the university
"Walt a minute. Iileaxe " a.'ilil n large attendance.
lad, the next man hit a high fly to young woman as she left an east- hound car on Second street yesterBurglars entered the Cash grocery
day afternoon.
She hastened to a and the Jewett pool room at Uos-wmail box and dropped a letter Into
this week and secured about
It.
Then she ran hack ami boarded $10 and some cigars.
'
the fame car.
"Thank you for waiting for me,"
Orlle Collier, aged 3, was struck
she iuid to the conductor.
by a St. L. R. M.
P. train at Raton Tuesday, but not badly nurt. He
"lingular an tlio Sun."
was playing on the track.
Is an expression as old ns the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of
J. C. Broughton. an engineer
the sun is the most regular performat
Roosevelt dam, was
ance In the universe, unless It Is crushed to the
body
death Saturday.
the action of the liver and bowels was shipped to Alabama, hisHisformer
when regulated with Pr. King's New-Lif- home, for burial.
Pills. Guaranteed by all druggists. 25c.
Blsbee's assessment will stand this
year at about $.1.ini0.0oo. Bisliee is
Articles of the following corpora- growing in wealth and population nt
tions were filed In the office of the a pace that should bo entirely satiscounty recorder nt 1'heoenlx. Ariz.: factory to all.
Feldspar Mining Co., capital stock,
$10. OHO,
incorporators,
Llm Good, a Chinese restaurateur
Edward
Anderson. Ambrose Risdon; Los
at Tucson. Ariz., killed his
Mining Co., cnpital dog Thursday because the valuable
animil
stock. $1,000,000, incorporators
A. snapped at a white man. Llrn sold
W. Wright. Lyman Farwell, Thornhe wanted to be "good" to everyPitcher lltigcrmnn
ton
Alexander;
Mexican
I'nlted body.
Co.. capital stock $2. 000. nun.
center field, which was caught
by Mining
Weston C. Boyd, Wm.
rules something unforseen ocWaddell, and the second one was Incorporators,
11. Kinney,
A. Jackson Wright;
curs in the next month or two a race
thrown out by Allen himself.
Gold
Co.,
Fields
capital
stock will take place at the next territorial
After this inning, the best that SoIncorporators J. C. Bar-r- l. f.iir In Arizona for the world's
paccorro could do was to get a runner $1. 000,000.
M. A. King. C. H. Hover; La
ing championship between Dan Putch
to first base.
Mining
Milling
Co., capit- and Audubon Boy.
and
The Geronlmo end of the game can al stock $3,500,000,
incorporators,
be told In a very few words. HagerJ.
K.
G.
Lee.
A.
New
Wnlte;
Very quietly a special agent
the
man had the Irish going from start
Gold
Copper Mining Co., department of agriculture has ofbeen
to finish.
But three little blngles Capital stock
$5,000,000,
incorporavisiting
country alnut Tucon,
were all that he allowed them. Two tors,
James Rice, Albert C. Grant. Ariz., and the
Investigating the poisoning
came in the fourth inning and with Wm.
B.
McConnell.
of
horses
In southern Ariand
cattle
help
the
of a stolen base and a wild
zona by the deadly loco wed.
pitch resulted In a run. The other
"Everybody
Should
Know."
came in the eighth. This hit assist- says G. G. Hays, a prominent busiNew Mexico Bar association
ed hy an error, resulted in a run.
ness man of Bluff, Mo., that Buck-len- 's at The
Its meeting at Roswell Saturday
The score:
Arnica Salve is the quickest elected
officers for the ensuing year
SOCORRO.
and surest healing salve ever applied
Players
AB. It. H. PO. A. E. to a sore, burn or wound, or to a as follows: A. B. McMillen, of Albuquerque,
president;
Kenneth Scott,
Hilton, cf
5
0 1 0 0 0 case of plies.
I've used It and know city attorney
of Roswell, secretary
Zengerle, 2 b
5 0 2 2 3
I what I'm talking about" Guaranteed
and treasurer.
Hagerman, p
5
1
1
2
1
6
by all druggists. 25c.
aca. lb
5
1 16
1
2
0
New Arizona corporations:
Mines
1
Laffont. ss
4
1
2
1
1 There was an exodus yesterdavand Managing company,
capital
stock
Jackson, rf
1
5
1
0 0 1 today of Catholic clergymen identi$300,000. Incorporators B. Lovell, T.
Torres. 3b
1
4
1
0
0
0 fied with the
archdiocese
of
Fe
Santa
A.
Thurston;
Turpentine
Bradford
Zlmmerly, If
4
1
3
0 0 0 who have been attending the annual company,
capital stock
$1,000,000,
Cook, c
4
1
1
8
2
0 retreat which was held last week at Incorporators
H. B. Shull, Arthur
St. Michael's College. Thjre
were
Meyer,
T.
F. McGarry.
Total
7 13 27 14
41
4
about forty-fiv- e
priests In attendance
from all parts of New Mexico. Few
As
the
time approaches for the
GEROXIMOS.
If any changes have been made relaopening to settlement of the 240,000
Plavers
AB. It. H. PO. A.
to the pastorship of the different acres
tive
of land adjacent to Aztec and
Lempke, 3b.
1
4
0 0
3
0 parishes embraced in the archdiocese
ruimlngton, N. M., great
is
Allen, cf-.
4 0 0 1 3
0 of which Santa Fe is the see
city. manifested by the people Interest
'
Edwards, c. .
4
0 0 6
2
0 The retreat which has Just come to many inquiries are coming there and
from the
Cain, 2b
0 0 3 5 0 a close was, conducted bv Rev. Father
cutslde asking for particulars.
Ortiz, lb. . . .
4
1
1 16
0 2 Francis E. Glgot. of llonwlddlc SemHelweg, ss. . .
3
0 1 0 2 1 inary, at Yonkers, New York.
He Is
Quler, If
Jim Dewar, the alleg.;.! "bad roan"
3
0 0 0 0 0 still in the city and will remain until
who has be in terrorizing
Johnson, rf.
l.e Red
3
0 1
tomorrow.
0
0 0
Carbonate camp, two miles from
Waddell, f.
3 0 0 1 1 0
Silver Bell. Ariz., for some time past
was taken Into Tucson by
Deputy
PENNYROYAL
32
2
3 27 16
FILLS Sheriff
3 MOTT'S
Tom Mills and placed In tha
They
ovtrcome
county
Jail.
Socorro
Wkn, Tigi.
0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0
rnT miu uniiM 10 n, inert frnw
Geronlmos
and banUh
itln oi meuima
0 0
tiuii." llienr
I,lf
The
members
of the Douglas, Ariz.,
Summary: Two base hit Helweg".
Nlhti
to it irlii t wonmntmou, uitJhiw a
Masonic lodge have arranged for a
bL"Ch"d ba 7:Laffont.
struck
o,
banquet
at
their
hall on Tuesday
by Waddell 4;
Jf'
knit.. tilt lii'.ii Ufa
evening next. The banquet will be
by Tny 2. Wild pitch
r . mi rr- - ...
nit
Hagerman
i'
given In the ne.v hail a: the corner
v
y rl' Miri'Sacrifice hits Cook. Stolen
of Eighth street and G. avenue and

Territorial

2,

1:25.

Topics

7

2

Haercinan Ilnl liio Irish Knowing
WniUlcll KnHkHl Out In 1'onrth
llouixl

Itltion Know tlie

t.anie lYom

A

to

II.

bunch of lads wearing the blue
of Socorro trampled the green of
Martin Ryan's (Seronlmos In the loose
soli of Traction park yesterday afternoon to the tune of 7 to 2. And it
was a hase ball game worth seeing.
The Socorro team came on a specby
a large
ial train accompanied
crowd of strong voiced rooters, ami
It Is needless to nay that they helped
to no little extent. It was a noisy
lot of fans that filled the grand stand.
Some came because they had no
A

2

2

nit to

(if

&Mv

er

J

te

la

York-Neva-

Laffont Took One in the 'Slats
place else to go and others came because they were fond of looking at
the green. Then there were those
who had a' tip that the game might
really be an exhibition of base ball.
This tip was a good one.
Hagerman, the much talked
of
youngster of the lower banks of the
Rio tirande, was on the rubber for
the Blues and a person sailing under the euphonious name (to base
ball fans) of Waddell, went In for
the Greens but only lasted three
nlngn.
It was In the fourth Inning
that Waddell got his. This was the
only Inning In which the Blues scored
but they got enough then to do them
for the game. With one man out,
Hagerman started the fireworks with
a little blngle to center field, Baca
following with another In the same
place, and Laffont filled the bases by
taking one In the slats. Jackson
brought In the first two scores by a
drive to the left field, and advanced
Laffont to third base. It was evident
then that Switchman Waddell that
Is the role he plays when not pitching ball was all In and the clarion
voice of Martin Ryan was heard
above the din raised by the Socorro
fans, shouting to Tony Ortli. "Take
him out." Tony wouldn't do It, so
the fireworks continued. The next
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the ladles of the Eastern Star. It will be attended by all
who are eligible it Masjnry ur the
Eastern Star and the occasion promises to be an affair of much pleasure.
is tendered by

Word from Tucson says that Tuesday morning eight special officers
were sworn in and are on duty for
the Southern Pacific Railroad company. They are, according to reports, special guards in the railroad
yards as a result of the strike.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Curry;
William C. Hawkins, of
Montoya,
Quay county; R. B. Armstrong, of
Carlsbad. Eddy county; Ira L. Falr-lesof Tulros.i, Otero county; P.
E. Jordan, of Texlco, Roosevelt county; H. P. Roseberry, of Raton, Colfax
county.
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MEAXS
FACILITIES

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTEND

TO DEPOSITORS EVERY ITtOPEn ACCOM MODATIOX
ASI SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CA PITA L
$ 1 50.000.00

s,

Although the cities of Tucson, BIs-be- e
and Tombstone have not replied
to Douglas' Invitation to participate
in a competitive fire drill at Douglas, Ariz., on Labor Day, the Douglas
fire department will hold a competition with at least the Copper (Jueen
A. K. A. fire corps.
An epidemic of typhoid fever or
other kindred disease, says the New
Mexican, may ensue unless the water
mains of .the Santa Fe Water and
Light company are flushed and
cleaned at once. Water users have
been making
complaints for some
time of "augualotes" and frogs clogging the pipes.

Of Honrs and Directors:
SOLOMON

63

J. JOIINSOX,

W.

Vice President and Cnslikr.

Assistant Castiler.

william Mcintosh,

j. c. ualduidge,

A. M. BLACKWELL

O. E. CKOMAVEIX.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUCRQUK

R. L. Long, territorial superintendent of public Instruction in Arizona,
has compiled a number of Interesting statistics. The sonool "filiation
of Arizona Is 33,167, whlla the enrollment In all of the schools' Is very
nearly 25,000. The orcer:tagc of enrollment Is 76, while the daily attend-

ance averages are

IXXA. President.

W. S. STUIC KI.EIt,

NSW MEXICO

Copliai and surplus, $100,000

per cent.

Plans are now said to be in the office of the resident englnec of ihe
Randolph lines for the erection of a
uepoc at niooe, Ariz., on
the Gila Valley, Globe & Northern.
All of the property needed for the
station and grounds has been secured. C. D. Reppy, right of way
man for the Southern Pacific, has
been In Globe for several weeks securing the necessary ground.
Governor Curry has appointed J.
E. Wharton of Otero county as a
member of the board of trustees of
the New Mexico Institute for the
Blind at Alamogordo for the term
beginning August 8, 1907. The vac
ancy was caused by the retirement of
f rank c. Holland who had been appointed by
Hagerman
to serve out an unexpired term of
a. j. iving, deceased.
Although a meeting of the territorial board of equalization will be
held Monday, September 9, only four
of the counties have as yet sent In
their assessment rolls for 1907 to the
office of Trrvellng Auditor Charles
v. SafTord. T4ie law requires that all
be there by the first Monday in September. The counties that have sent
In their tax rolls to date are Grant,
Luna. Mora and Taos.
The New Mexico Normal school
opened for the fall term today with
an attendance which was the largest
In the history of the institution. During the summer months a number
of Improvements have been made to
the buildings and grounds, including
the erection of a boys' dormitory
and the planting of many fruit and
ornamental trees.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

croa

orricKRm and
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDB
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKM
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDS

u.

m.

Prwldrai

CuUtt

CWr

AMUUnt

Director

BKP&oiToerr

.Anthorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplu

lOUU.CV.

and Proflti..
Topeka k Saata F

Depository (or Atchison.

Proliant

Vie.

..I268.000.O
tfallway

Company

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK

r

ALBUQUERQUE
2nd and Cold

Thrills and Throngs!

Carnival and Confetti!

THE BIG FAIR

New Mexico's

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

OCTOBER
7 to 12
ALBUQUERQUE. NKWIIVOLUSIVB
MEXICO
"FIGHTING
THE FLAMES"
At Coney Island First,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

White City Next, and at Denver Now

(1

The Most Thrilling Spectacle of Today
lhe ame
wonderful drama
mLanaent! Pre"t

V,'
if ZJnt
let
engine,
tl Ct
fSmen
Z Z?'
ronontinlif

A

H

utburtTof

thrillinj

re.cue--

All

U.e, two street, and many

and ninety

Hatcher-Russe- ll

of

of the marvel- fire

,adder' ne Patro1 wa8on- - one automobile,
city in itself. Abo the

iLI HELIASm."

L.

thirty-tiv- e

actor.-- A

Carri.t tha largeat and

a Western City

ft

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

PUTNEY

&

C ROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
f

FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILROAD AVENUE.

j

-

Moat Exclusive Stock of 8taDlo Orocarl.a
In the Southwest.

FARM AND

RAILWAY RATIOS. HALF FARE OR BETTER
JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ESTABLISHED 1171.

THE WHOLESALE

Carnival Company

The Biggest Carnival Week Ever Seen in

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Ten Shows and Three Free Acts

J. A. WEINMAN
Pre.ident

2nd and Geld

ALBUQCKRQUL. V

M

Convenience - Comfort - Security :
The telephone luakea the
duties tighter, the rare IrM

anl the worrle. fewer.
T'OC N'EXB

A

preeerre
telepbou
Hie
your health, prolong yoor 111
and protect yoor hocia,

TELEPHONE

IX YOCK HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

MONDAY,

AUGUST 26.

ALBUQUEKQUE

107.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

page seven.

FATAL SHOOTING TWO ARE KILLED
IN

DISPUTE

TUCSON

Neighbor and Death
Results.

Down
Freight and Another
by Engine.

26.
Colo., Aug.,
Pine Grove,
While engaged In an altercation over
a timber boundary this morning Alson of
bert SchafTer. the
Samuel A. KehafTer. shot and killed
Urant McQueary, a ranchman living
seven miles from here. It Is claimed
by eye witnesses to the tragedy that
young Schnfter shot In
McQueary having attacked him with
a gaspipe.
shooting
The
occurred at the
Schaffer home, half a mile from
Young Schlatter,
SchafTer crossing.
with his older brother, Charles Schaf-fe- r,
had been engaged In hauling
ties from the Bell ranch, which
occupied by Mcthe ranch
Queary, and they had been working
In this capacity for several days.
It is said that McQueary has been
watching the two brothers closely
and a few days ago warned them
that they had gotten too far over the
line. This the Schaffer brothers disputed and continued their work.
Gave Them Warning
Yesterday, It is alleged, McQueary
sent them another warning that they
were on his land and that he would
pay them a visit today, when there
would be trouble If they did not
cease cutting timber.
About 7 o'clock this morning McQueary proved himself true to his
word, put In an appearance at the
Schaffer ranch house while the members of the latter family were eating
breakfast, and the two brothers were
called outside.
As they went out of the door the
controversy was renewed and. It is
alleged McQueary picked up a rock
and struck Albert SchafTer. He then
picked up a piece of gaspipe
and
starting toward SchafTer, swore he
would kill him. Schaffer ran to the
house, got his rifle and as McQueary
raised the pipe to hit Schaffer, the
latter shot him.
Slnycr Arretted
Sheriff Whipple, Assistant District
Attorney Pattee and the coroner ar
rived about noon and Schaffer was
placed under arrest. It was the In
tention of the coroner to hold an in
quest at once, but on Investigation ne
found there was considerable preju
dice and fearing he could not secure
an Impartial jury, the body was pick
ed up and omcers and coroner, with
the prisoner and the corpse, started
back to Golden, where a Jury will be
impannelled tomorrow.
The shooting is said to have been
witnessed by both a brother and sister of Schaffer. McQueary was nearly 40 years old and Is survived by a
widow and two children. He has lived
near Pine Grove for several years,
The SchafTer brothers came to this
part of the country seven years ago
from Lander, Wyo., and are said to
bear a good reputation.
Following the shooting there were
rumors afloat of threats of lynching
but these were without foundation.

Tucson. Ar(., August 26. Two
hndies were bfought to town today.
unrecognizable remains of men Killed
this morning by railroad engines.
One Is an unknown Mexican laborer,
said to from this city, who met his
death near Pantanta this morning.
The other body has been Identified
as that of Clarence George, a painter
who has been employed by the Southern Pacific company in this city for
some time past. The man who was
killed at Pantanta today, although as
yet unidentified Is believed to be a
former resident of this city, who has
been employed In the Pantanta country for some time past.
Little Is known here regarding the
death of the Mexican, except that his
body was crushed to a pulp under a
heavy engine.
George, the other man who met
such a terrible death. Is a painter
and when hit by the engine was riding on a track bicycle. Why he was
on the track at such an early hour
and where he was going yet remains
a mystery.
Killed by Engine.
He was struck shortly before one
o'clock this morning near Palvo. a
small siding four miles .east of this
city, and Instantly killed. The heavy
freight train wos coming toward this
city and George on a bicycle was going In the opposite direction. According to the railroad men the man
was not seen until the train was In a
short distance of him, and then, although the steam was shut off, and
the brakes applied. It was of no use,
as the engine was moving too rapidly to be brought to a sudden stop.
piercing scream emanated
One
from the throat of the doomed man
which could be plainly heard above
the roar of the onrushlng engine, and
then the heavy steel monster struck
the bicycle, knocking the rider into
the air. his body falling on the track,
the engine passing over It, cutting It
to pieces.
The body Is at present at Parker's
morgue, and Is an unrecognizable
mass. An Inquest will be held to- morraw morning, when the details
of both terrible accidents may be
known.
The Limit or Life.
The most eminent medical solent-Its- ts
are unanimous In the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation of hunan life Is many years below the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race Is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines Its duration,
seems to be between 50 and 60; the
proper care of the body during this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper after 50
Is Electric Bitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every organ
of the body. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60 c.

Man Resents Attack by His One

e,

ad-Joi- ns

Man

Run

by

INVESTIGATING HE IS DEPORTED
REINFORCED

AFTER THREE

TRIALS

TKese Ads Reach More People Daily Thai You Can vSee in a Month
FOR RENT

WANTED

OPPORTUNITIES

PHYSICIANS

FOR BENT Light, airy
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, $1 per week
and up. MlnneapilN House, 524
fc'outh Second. A, T. Djvjre, Pro- prietor.
FOft
furnished
It EXT Pleasant
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno street.
Nice five room dwellFoil
ing, with screened porches, J 15.
r.
Including city water. Lloyd
gos Vest O ild avenue.
FOU RENT Any number of rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also five
room cottage nicely furnished, with
piano. Apply 110 East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnished front rooms, near business center; rates
Corner
Sixthand Railroad. Apply at rear.
cottages,
FOR RENT Several small
all nicely furnished for housekeeping.
J. B. Block, Jemei Hot
Springs, N. M.
FOR RENT A few nlcely'furnlshed
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable: no Invalids. Hotel CraJge,
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, will
see this ad. today, than even a real
estate ngent could Interview In a
long time.
FOR RENT First ela
dwelling, with all modern conven
iences. Completely furnished for
housekeen ng. Dei rable neighborper imiK'i.
Lloyd
hood.
$50
Hunsaker. 205 West Oohl avenue.
ROOM FOR
RENT Corner Gold
and Walter. Suitable for teachers
or pupils. Southeast corner.

WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
and waitresses; also good cooks,
for small crews; good wages.
Colburn's
Employment Agency
109 West silver Ave.
Phone 480
WANTEDA Concord spring buggy.
Jay A. Hubbs.
apable
to
salesman
cover New Mexico with staple line
High commissions with $100.00
monthly advance. Permanent position "to right man. Jess H. Smith
Co., Detroit, Mich.
WANTED A wnsh woman. Apply
809 Eleventh Street.
WANTED HIGH CLASS PROPOSITION Life Insurance agents wanted In all parts of New Mexico by a
Legal Reserve company. SplcndU
contract for good men.
Call or
write M. F. Sherfesee, 824 South
Edith street, Albuquerque.
WANTED Three beU'bbya at the
Alvarado hotel.
WANTED ? You can get It through
this column.
WANTED Girl for general houseCook
preferred.
work.
Good
wages. Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, 1123
njeras avenue
WANTED Girl for general housework, first class wages to right
party. Call 624 Copper avenue, af-t6 p. m, Mrs. Robt. Putney.
WANTED Ladies desiring Millinery
at less than cost to call on Mlas
Crane, 612 North
Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
also apprentices wanted.
WANTED Situation. Outside work
by a young man who Is a hustler
and willing to work. Address Box
C. F. P., care Citizen office.
Young
WANTED Situation
man.
23 years of age, desires permanent
position with a good reliable firm.
Have had three years' general of
fice experience as bill clerk on a
typewriter and can furnish references If desired. Please address
Box C. L. L., care Citizen office.

PERSONAL PUOPKHTY LOANS.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

RI-iN-

Hun-snke-

six-r-.io- m

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: An Iron safe, new. In- quire II" west Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Four gooil ponies, one
saddle. Call Robert's wagon yard,
2U0 North Broadway.
FOR
SALE Five-roomodern
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap if sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE "OR RENT A newly
built house, with 160 feet front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FO R SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
return. Address "Ticket," care
Citizen office.
FOR SALE--Sopeople preferto
pay 5 per cent agents commission
on their sale, others advertise In
this column.
U'OK SALE Half interest In established poultry business. Bred-to-LPoultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
FOR SALE Special low rates. To
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
City. One way or round trip tickets furnished In any part of the
United States. Low rates to California. See us K 4 U buy. Moore's
Ticket Office. 113 Central avenue.
Member American Ticket Brokers'
Association.

Government Will Take Steps Could Not Convince Inspector
to Prevent Use of Poor
So He Must Return
to China.
Material.
Washington, D. C, Aug.. 26.
Through the geological survey, the
United States government Is making
a thorough investigation into the col
lapse of reinforced concrete
build
ings. Richard L. Humphrey, expert
charge
in
of the United States geo
logical survey's structural material
laboratories In St. Louis and Norfolk,
has directed the examination of concrete buildings which have lately collapsed. Tests have been made primarily for the government, but the
results will be published for the benefit of builders In general.
"The danger of careless concrete
construction," says Mr. Humphrey,
"confronts nearly every city of the
It
Is
country
a miracle
and
more
concrete
me
to
that
buildings
collapsed.
not
have
meet this
problem
In order to
squarely every city In the United
States should revise Its building laws
In such a manner that either owner
or contractor of a concrete building
shall be compelled to employ a competent Inspector to follow every detail of construction."
OF

PAINFUL ACCIDENT
H.nna Fe, X. M . August 26. FathPajot.
Catholic parish
er Joseph
priest at Taos, who came to Santa
Fe to attend the annual retreat of
priesis at St. Michael's college, was
the victim of a peculiar and exceedingly painful accident Saturday. He
ran a large sliver of wood through
his right foot. Tiie splinter entered
the sole of his foot and cams out at
the Instep. He was hastened to Dr.
Diaz's sanitarrum where it was found
necessary to put him under the influence of chloroform t remove the
Insllver. The operation was successful and while It will be several week
before the Injured member will heal,
It 4s not believed he will suffer any
permanent Injury.
I 'or ail impaired Apnetlte.
Improve th
To
uppetite and
strengthen the digestion try a few
doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seitz, of Detroit, Mich., snys: "Thev restored my
appetite whn Impaired, relieved me
of a bloated feeling and caused a
pleasant and satisfactory movement
of the bowels." Price 25 cents. Samples free, AH druggists.

LOST

and

FOUND

'An opportunity If you did not
use these columns.
FOUND Through The Albuquerque
Citizen.
FOUND Gold watch
chain and
charm. Owner can have same by
proving property at this office.
LOST A Japanese
pocketbook In
blue-gra- y
silk handwork with oxi
dized silver chains and trimmings
Contents, 1 oxidized silver pen, 1
bill. 1 silver dollar. Own
er will pay $25 reward In addition
to the $11 contained by the nurse.
If purse and pen are returned to
tnis otnee.
LOST

ten-doll- ar

ay

INDIAN

WOMAN SENT
ASYLUM

Santa Fe. N. M August 26. A
crazy Indian woman, wife of Pedro
S. Esplnosa, a Taos Pueblo Indian,
was brought to the city last evening
by Sheriff
Graham, of
Donaciano
Taos, and his deputy, David Martinez, and taken to the territorial insane asylum at Las Vegas this forenoon.
There was considerable trouble in this case. The Indians still
stick to their old traditions and Ignorant superstitions
in
cases where
crazy people are concerned.
The
Taos Pueblos were very much averse
to allowing this "devil woman," as
they called her, to be taken to the
insane asylum.
Dr. T. P. Martin, the Pueblo Indian
physician, after carefully examining
the woman and finding her In a demented condition, recommended that
she be sent to the asylum and was
Cran-da- ll
instructed by Superintendent
to send her there. The Indians
demurred and would not allow Dr.
Martin to carry out the Instructions.
Thereupon, Superintendent
Crandall
requested
Sheriff Graham to take
charge of the woman a.i-con'.uct
her to the asylum. The majesty of
the law, as represented by the sheriff and several deputies was toj much
for the governor and o'h-;officials
of the Pueblos, and
madj r.o
more interference.
Dr. Martin is of th opinion that
the woman is beyond recovery.

Prescott, Ariz., Aug., 26. Yee Thol
Goung, charged with being unlawfully in the United States, was given a
hearing for the third time in the
court of United States Cmmifiloner
J. M. W. Moore and ordered deport- eu to ms native land.
Yee Thol Goung was a resident of
this city many years ago. He left for
his native land and In 1902 landed
In San Francisco on his return here,
he was refused admission Into the
I nited states on the ground that the
Institution with which he was corf"
gambling
nected here
conducted
games. He appealed to the secretary of the treasury and that official
sustained the decision of the collector of the port of San Francisco In
his case. He left San Francisco, ostensibly fur China, but later returned
to Mexico, and succeeded in reaching Prescott by a circuitous route. He
was arrested by the United States
officials and given a hearing twice
In
before
Commissioner Moore's
court, both of which were postponed.
When the order was made ordering
his deportment, he took an appeal
to the district court through his attorney, before the hearing is granted
he will have his business affairs In State of Ohio, city or Toieno,
Khape to depart for
Flowery
the
Lucas County. as.
Kingdom, as he anticipates that the
Frank J. t'henney makes oath that he
Is
partner of the firm of F. J.
senior
district court will affirm the decision Cheney
ft Co., doing business In the
uf Commissioner Moore.
City of Toledo. County and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
T TO URGE
snd every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall s Catarrh
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
to before me and subscribed In
NEW LAND LAWS myBworn
presence, this 6th day of December,
A
D. ls6.
A. W. GLEASON.
tSeal.)
Notary Public.
Washington, I. C. Aug.,
27.
Hull s Catarrh Cure Is taken internally
Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot will and acts directly on the blood and muurge before the next congress a set- cous surfaces of the system. Bend for
tlement of the much mooted state testimonials free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
school land problem in the national
Toledo, OhJo.
finest reserves.
,
Taice Hall s Family Pills for constipaMr. Pinchot will propose that the tion.
states relinquish their holdings In
the national reserves and receive in
S
lieu thereof a proportional
4iare of
.Merchant of Albuquerque.
the Income from the national reserve, or If the stale prefers to exAll the business men of Albu- change its forest holdings for a solid
!
querque can assist materially In
block of the national forest as good
by
as it gives up. it can go Into the 4 advertising the big fair,
practices of forestry on its own ac- 4 bringing to The Citizen office
envelopes
business
their
and
count.
In either case, according to Mr. 4 having an advertisement printed
upon the reverse side. The fair s
Pinchot,
handling,
a
tth careful
association will pay all charges,
perpetual income should accrue to
4 and the management uiges all
the pt.tte school furfib".
who are interested in Its success
avail themselves of this 4
Card signs, "noem
tut Rent." 4 to
means of rendering assistance. 4
"Board." etc.. for sale
the office of
The Evening Citizen.
th-?-

rtlYUttTi

illll

t

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,

Organ
Horses, Wagona and other Chattel!
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low aa $11
and aa high aa $100. Loana ar
quickly made and atrlctly
private
Time: On month to on year siren
Goo da remain In your
possession
Our ratet are reasonable, Call to'
see ua before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from
parte of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Orant Bid.
803 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICB8.
Open Evenings.
On

R.R.

TUTOR
A

I'liUiEUK ATHLETE wishes a
position as n tutor on a ranch.
Address K. F. C, Amarron, New

,Mex.

INCORPORATION PAPERS
HAVE BEEN

FILED

Santa Fe, N. M., August 26. The
.blowing articles
of
Incorporation
,ave Deen nied in the otfice or Ter
ritorial Secretary J. W. Ravnolds:
Lucerne Farm company. Principal
piace oi Dusiness at llerlno. Dona
Ana county. Territorial agent, John
C. McNary, at Berino. Capital stock.
ou.uuu, divided Into
six
hundred
shares of the par value of $100 each.
Object, agricultural and mercantile
business. Period of existence, fifty
years. Incorporators, Joshua 8.
s,
of Las Vegas; John C. McNary
or Herino, and Benjamin J. Vlljoen,
of Chamberino.
The Rip Gold Mining company.
principal place or business In New
Mexico, at Silver City, Grant county,
and main office at St. Louis. Missouri.
Territorial agent. Tom L, Gibson, at
Sliver City. Capital stock. $500,000.
divided Into 500.000 shares of the par
vaiue or xi eacn. ( inject, mining.
Period of existence, fifty years. The
company was organized originally In
Arizona.
The Engle Cattle company, a corporation having headquarters at Las
Cruces. has filed a certificate of
amendment to Its articles of Incor
poratlon In the territorial secretary's
oiiM-designating as its agent in tne
future J. F. Bonham, of Lus Cruces.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 19. 1907.
o
Notice is hereby given that
Martin, of Cabezon, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five year proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
8221, made January 24, 1905, for the
lots 7 and 8, Section 30, Township
16 N., Range 6 W
and that said
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
(Hero, U. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 6,
Ray-nold-

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO

ROSENFIEllTS,

EXCHAN6ED

,

ESTATE

BARGAINS

fine garden land, V.
Central avenue
9 800
Three room house, four
lots, North
Fourth
1,000
street
Three room house and
an acre of land, three
m Ilea north of town. .
400
Three room house, furnished complete, two
horses, spring
Rood
w&gon and one acre
of land
BOO.
Six room house, West
New York avenue... 2,600
Six room house. West
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
FOR RENT.
Six
room brick house,
,
baUi,
cellar,
Fourth
ward
$20.00
Apartments In Hope flats,
two to six rooms, modern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
Four room brick liouse,
bath, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Seven room brick liouse,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close In.
Three rooms for lighthouse- keeping, close in
15.00
live room hou?e, South
Second street
15.00
Five room frame.
First
ward
20.00

A. Montoya
WfSt Gold

When you want to buy, sell,
-i cm ur. CAUinngc
1

L

Household Goods
Keep busy until you find

Star Furniture Co.
214 W.

I

FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
A NO REPAIRER

Albuquerque

DENTISTS

New amvala of finest Foreign Materials; handsome line In browns, the
leading shade for the coming season.
X. T. Armijo Building.

714.

Highland Livery
Saddle horses a specialty. Bm
drivers In the city. T'oprletora
"Sadie," the picnic wacon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 596.
112 John Street

&

MILLINERY
TrlmtTiecl
Hutu
For the Next Ten Days

Appointments made by mall.
Ave.
Phone 456. At Less Than Cost to Close
Summer Stock.
MISS C. P. CRANE. Millinery
Dressmaking
Parlors, 513
LAWYERS
North Second St.

308 West Central

R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at
Office,

and

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

First National Bank Building,

FA NCY WORK

Alubquerque, Jf, M.

Mrs. M.
E. W. DOBSOX
Attorney at Law.

Out

FANCY DRY GOODS

law.

C Wilson

W. E,

224 W.

Gold

MAUGER

Office Cromwell Block,

Alubquerque, X. M.
IRA M. BOND

with Itaube and Manger
Of floe, 115 North First St
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Attorney at Law.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Pensions, land Patents, Copyrights,
LIVBRT, SALE, FEED AND
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
TRANSFER STABLES.
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street, X. M. Washington, D. C. Horses and Mule Bought and Exchanged.
BEST
TOURNOUTS
IN THE CITY
INSURANCE
Second Street, between Railroad and)
Copper Avenue.
B. A. SLEYSTER

Don't Forget The

Insurance, Real Estate. Notary
Public.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Rooms 13 and 14, Cromwell Block,
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 136.
When in need of sash, door, frames
South First street. Telephone 408.
A. E. WALKER

Thos. F. Keleher

Fire Insurance.

New Mexico

FOR

fift

TAILOR

Office hours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.

Gold Ave.

DEVOES READY PAINT
SetTctary Mutnal Building Association One Gallon
Covers 600 Square Feel
217 West Central Avenue.
PALMETTO ROOF FAINT
Stops Leaks, Last Five Years.

FIUL1CATIOX.

Of-fic- f-

;

P. Matteucci

to 8 p. m.

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.

Cres-encl-

.

The Leading Stationer.

Sur

geons. Over Vann's Prog Store.
Phone, Office and Res., 628.

Phone

FOR SALE.

NOTICE

HAW LEY

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and S, Harnett Building,
Over O'Rlelly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.

Four room adobe house
and about an acre of

215

and

I

On the Corner

T. Armijo rtullrilng.

Phydclans

Central

Eastman Kodaks

DRS. BRONSON & BROXSON
Homeopathic

E.

Supplies Finishing for Amateur.
loan Kodaks free.

Physician and Surgeon
7, N.

202

1

Wanted Ar Once, Servant Girl

REAL

Look for the Label
French Bakery Co.

OttKMN MONT. lOB North
Offlot
TuataotlooB
DR. C. A. FRANK
Caarmattto
rhyslclnn and Surgeon.
L. C. GIEUTZ
18 W, R.R.Ave Rooms 4 and B Harnett liiilldinfr.
Ollice hours, 8 to 12, 3 to 5, and 7
j

Second Street

8m

BREAD

Physician and Snrgoon

DR. R. L. lrCST

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU

200

BUTTERNUT

Occidental life Building.
Tcleplione, 888.

Rooms 8 &

CARDS

MttoelMtlon

Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby gH'tn that Lesl-(lerl- o
Carabajal, of Atrlsco, N. M.,
has filed notle of his Intention to
make final live year proof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Kntry
No. 7260, made September 29, 1902,
NE 'i, K hi SE 4, Secfor the K
tion 30, Township 11 N, Ran kb 2 W.,
and that said proof will be made before W. II. S. Otero, U. S. court
at Albuquerque, N. M., on
October 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, tho land, viz:
Juan Haca y Anoya, Itomulo Chavez, Juan Castas, Donaciano Tap la, all
of Atrlsco, N. M.
1907.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
He names the following witnesses
Register.
to prove his continuous resilience upon, anil cultivation of, the land, via:
NOTICE FOR Fl'OLICATlOX.
Francisco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Eugenio Chavez, of Bernalillo, Department of the Interior, Land
N. M.; Elias Montoya, of Sandoval,
at aianta Fe, N. M., August 2u.
N. M.; J use Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
1907.
M.
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Lopez, of Old Albuquerque, N. M.,
Register.
ha tiled notice of his intention to
make final five year proof In support
Kodnl tor Indigestion and Dyspephis claim, viz: Homestead Kntry
sia Is a piepaiation of vegetable acids of
No. 9473, made May 25. 1906, fur
rind contains the same juices found the
K'i, KW'i. Lots 3 and 4. Section
In a healthy stomach.
It dlgestl 7. Township
1jN.. Itange 6E., and
what you eat. Sold by J. H. O'Jtlel-l- y that
said proof will be made before
& Co.
of Bernalillo County
Clerk
I'robate
WANT AD Costs nut a few cente at Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
but a few lines In The ClUzen will 1907.
He names the following witnesses
bring you what you want.
to prove his continuous residence upIDr. WlUlUBlh IllUiuU fl
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
cure Li. Hid
F LOirituraiitaill
Krederlo Ualiegos, Dario Chavez,
'Meed, uif wiv.a KtUii,.
Vence.slado
Jararnlllo.
Jose Lion
Piles, ll ubsort'k tho tuiiior.
(jriego,
ac
i.uys
all of Albuqueraue. N. M.
the
r.
kt
Li'; S p"U.tli ire I. :
MAN I LL It. OTEltO,
lief. lir. V li. luius In. linn l'.le Oi..
Register.
i r.repan '1 for Pi
i,! Pc
nent
o
n y ct ihe priv-a.,rts K.e.So
ua your joo vrora. Prices
urrni.-e.iiv unnifi-T- . i y in .1 of: r thoBring
very lowest and the work
cents on' fl.ou. ' (
rf
lll
'i't
CHB.NR fl f'"-- '
'...
stand livspecrlun anywhere. Business
IOK SALE Br "V TATI ft 40N.
a
specialty.
cards
nd call'nc

MilOIL.
I

Homeopathic

BUSINESS

Planoa,

TICKETS

er

m

TO INSANE

PRIEST VICTIM

IF l E

Js

BY CARS AT

BOUNDARY

JAP-A-LA-

M. L. SCHTTT

C.

408 Witt Railroad Aranaa

Real Estate and Loans.
Airent for tho Travelers Insurance
Company, Hartfom, Conn., Life and Dealers In Orecerlea, Provisions. Ha
Grain and Fuel.
company
Accident. Tho strongest
writing accident insurance
In
the Fin Line of Imported Wlnea Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fe
world.
this 11ns with u.
210 South Second
tll-lll-NORTH TH --ID ST

rori a or aoi

m

MISCELLANEOUS
WILLIAM WALLCE MTLELLAX
Justice of tho Peace. PreHnct
No. 12. Notary Public.
Collections.
Office 221 North Second Wreet.
flesixlenee 723 North Fourth Mreet,
AbulMiiierquc, X. M.

THOS. K. D. MADDISON
Notary Public.
with W. It. C1illdT,
117 Wert tiold Avenue.

OflUw

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Mm
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KL1EXWORT
Masonic Rtiltrttn. Mnrth V..'- -

.AO

THORNTON
CO.
EXPERT HOUSE CLEANERS.
121 N. 3rd St.
t
Stove rcairliit;. polinlUua; and
ting up a
We hire only
the most exiHTieuced help In our
is
M--

KiKs-lalt-

line.

I'hone, Office 460.

Res. 620.

HAIR DRESSER AND CIIIROPO.
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
BORDERS,
Purges' cafe, Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
UNDERTAKER.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and la
F. W. SI'EXCER
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that curea
and prevents dandruff and hair fallArchitect.
ing out: restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Massage treatment by vibrator
hair.
Rooms 46 and 47, Harnett Building.
machines.
For any blemish of the
Albuquerque, N. M. 1'lione 955.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
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Attorney V. R Chambers Is in
Santa Fe attending supreme court.
Mlvuel Torres, of "Kl Defensor" of
Socorro, was a visitor here yester-

B

1

day.

WIND

UP SALE

LOW SHOES

OF

FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN
The balance of our Oxfords have to go within a few
days and we have further cut the prices in order to succeed.
We have not all sites in every line; yours may be here.
.Won't you come and find out?

It Will Pay You To Investigate
Women's C'anviw Oxfords
Women's Couva.4 OxTor.U
Women' Itomfrola Oxfords
Women's A id Kid Oxfords
Women's Viet Kid Oxfords
Women's latent Kid Oxfoitls
Men's Canvas SImmh mid Oxford1
Men's Itlnck and Tan Oxfords
Men's ltlnek and Tan Oxfords
Men's lilaek anil Tan Oxfords

81.50
2.00
1.75
2.50
3.00
3.50
1.50
2.50
3.00
3.50

marked 91.15
marked 1.50
marked 1.15
marked l.5
marked 2.35
market! 2.85
marked 1.20
marked 1.95
marked 2.25
marked 2.85

Call on

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

We Have the Largest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

to

HARDWARE

THE WAGNER
321-32-

Plumbers

W. Central

3

Avenue

CITIZEN.'"

EtENING

pleted arrangements for the entertainment of a l irge crowd. The Elks
orchestra will furnish. the music nnd
n pleasant evening Is assured all who
attend. The bar will be closed and
no intoxicating liquors will be sold.
John Artega, 'he clever expert soft
drinks mlxernloglst at the J. H.
O'ltie-ll& Co., fountain, returned to
the city yesterday from a vacation
spent In Santa Fe and Iis Vegas.
Died. Testerdny at 1 p. m., Jesusl-t.- i
Arias, aged one year and
five
months, daughter of Salvador Arias,
an employe of the local brick yard.
The funeral was held this morning
and the body wits burled In San Jose
cemetery.
The death of Lavlna E. Price, aged
SI years, occurred early this morning
at St. Joseph's hospital. The deceased
is the mother of J. It. Price, formerly of Cleveland, Ohio. The remains
will be taken to Cleveland for Interment.
Mrs. Meleton Chaves, Mrs. J. M.
Chaves. Mrs. Solomon Luna and Mrs.
M. H. Otero were a quartette of Albuquerque women, who returned to
the city this morning
from Long
Heaeh. where they spent the larger
part of the summer.
Manager Oraham. of the Colorado
Telephone company, left this morning with a force of men for Alemeda
where they will complete the work
on the telephone line between
anil Alemeda. The new line
will be completed In about ten days.
The Clifton Med" will be here next
Saturday to play Matson's llrownles
and will remain over until Monday.
Here is an opportunity
for Albuquerque fans to see some sport. Clifton ts touted to be the best in Arizona. They will have to show Albuquerque. .
Attorney Oeo. S. Klock Is In Santa
Fe to appear before the
supreme
court on behalf of the Xew Mexico
Har association in the case against
Attorney Hittson, the Tucumcari law-ve- r.
who Is rhnrct'il with nnrrrifej.
ional conduct ajid is sought to be

C. A. Writiht. of
the
Curio rooms, Is enjoying a short vacation.
.Attorney T. X. YVHkerson went to
Santa Ke this morning to attend supreme court.
Attorney John OritTlths and family. f Socorro, were visitors In the
city yesterday.
Woodmen Circle meeting at 2:30
o'clock tomorrow afternoon In Odd
Fellows' hall.
C. H. F.lmendorf. general manager
of the Socorro company. Is In the
city from Slmendorf.
Emillo Baca,
of
Socorro, was
among the Ueni City excurstonl-t- s In
Albuuueniue yesterday.
Judse Irra A. Abbott was a passenger for Santa Fe this morning to
attend supreme court.
H. M. Porter and Miss Porter
to the. city this morning from
a visit to friends nt Isleta.
Attorney
W.
K.
Maddison Is
among the Albuquerque
attorneys
attending supreme court.
Paul Dalles, a member of the John
Heeker company of Helen, was an
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
George Cook, the well
known
Socorro liveryman, and family, were
visitors In the city yesterday.
District Attorney
was
Clancy
among the Albuquerque
attorney
going to Santa Fe this morning.
John Oreenwald, an
of
Socorro board of county commissioners and miller at Socorrj, was here
yesterday.
Chas. Hunt, the El Paso cattle
Mrs. Margaret E. Medler, who is man.
arrived from the south
this
visiting friends in Hannibal, Mo., Is morning.
a short visit here, Mr
expected to return the last of this Hunt will After
go to Santa Fe for a visit
week.
to Governor Curry. Governor Curry
Mrs. John A. Hall, who had been and Mr. Hunt were
so to
visiting relatives in the city, left on speak In the pioneer comrades
days of ' Xew
train Xo. 2 this morning for her Mexico.
home In Miamisburg, Ohio.
Miss Ilaura, of Omahn, Nebraska,
Mrs. Ella Johnson Sehlott, of Las sister of Mrs. James W. Raynolds,
Vegas, will leave for Alaska on Sep- who has been a house guest at the
tember 1, to look after mining Inter- Raynolds residence In Santa Fe for
ests near Dawson City.
the past three weeks, expects to rewill
W. E. Martin, clerk of the Third turn to Omaha Thursday. She
be
accompanied by James, the eldest
Judicial District, of Socorro, was in
Albuquerque yesterday boosting for son of Hon. and Mrs. Raynolds.
Chief of Police McMlllIn received
the Socorro county fair.
Professors Mark Johnson and C. a telegram this morning stating that
Frank Harnett of Oakland,
P. Maloy went to El Paso last night Sheriff
on business for the Whltson Music would start this morning for Albuquerque to take charge of Fred Pas-ki- l.
company.
who stole Jewels and othDeputy U. S. Marshal J. H. Smith, er the boy from
a rancher for whom
returned last night froni a trip on he property
was
In Alemeda county,
working
Ofliclal business In Taos, lilo Arriba Cal., and was caught
here two weeks
and Santa Fe counties.
ago.
F. H. Kent, a local real estate
John
Kennedy,
well
known
broker, returned last night from a merchant of Gallup, a was
an Albutwo months' visit to Los Angles. Mrs. querque visitor over
Sunday. Mr.
Kent will return later.
Kennedy and a number of other CarMrs. William Morris, wife of the bon City men own one of the best
Central avenue Jeweler, left yester- coal properties In McKlnley county
day morning for Chicago, where she which they expect to operate before
files this winter. The property
will be the guest of relatives
a few snow
Is within a mile of the town of Galweeks.
lup.
A. B. Loken, time keeper for the
Ross McMillan and T.
American Lumber company, accom- H. Supervisor
Sherrard, a special forestry Inpanied by Mrs. Loken, has returned spector,
are making a tour of
from a vacation
spent In Duluth, the Pecoswho
River. Jemez and Xatlon-a- l
Minn.
Forests and who have been abMr. and Mrs. W. S. Zelgler and lit- sent for two weeHs, will return to
tle daughter left this morning for Santa Fe the middle of next week.
AUentown. Pa., where thev will be Accompanying them are Mrs. McMil-lewife of the supervisor. Miss
the guef ts of Mr. Zeigler's parents,
Lewis, of Xew Vork. a niece of Mr.
for a couple of months.
ana Miss Bennett of PhoeSherrard,
The committee on arrangements nix, Arizona. The
trip Is being made
for the dance to be given by the com- on horseback
the party is remercial telegraphers' union at the ported to be and
having
an enjoyable
Casino tomorrow evening, have com outing.
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Clothes That Are Worth More Than

FEET

Family of Frank Trotter Has
Narrow Escape From
Death.

They

the kind of
clothes you like to buy.

While returning from a day's outing in Hear canyon yesterday, Hugh
Trotter, of the grocery firm of Trotter and Hawkins, his wife, four-yeold girl and little baby, all had a
escape
narrow
from
death In
a runaw ay, i ney were riding In a
new Mingle buggy coming down the
canyon last evening when, for some
unknown reason
the horse took
fright and plunged over the steep
embankment.
The occupants
were
precipitated headlong
down
the
steep incline and slid 125 feet below
the road, yet miraculously
escaped
without serious Injury. The buggy-wabadly smashed and the horse
received some slight bruises.
Mrs.
Trotter was badly shaken up and
was
ns
bruised
Mr. Trotter, but the
children escaped with scarcely
a
scratch.
The buggy was so badly damaged
that It had to be left In the canyon.
It was brought in this morning by a
native from the vicinity. The horse
was captured after the smashup and
brought home last night. The Trotter family were picked up by friends
who were spending the day In the
canyon and the different members of
the family were brought
back In
three different vehicles.

That's the kind we

ar

J f&Wty

Soon

ST0VE

s

We don't know just how you
feel about it; but we can tell you
one th'ng-'yc- u
can't find any
better clothes than these; there
are none made.

titititttUHIVtl
f
xotici:
lr.

It. M. Wllllanm
DKXTIST
H;is moved to rooms 24 nnd
4 25, Marnett Hldg. Most modern
f electrical equipment in South- - 't

f

r

t

west.

Our style 10. 15 nnd 25 Black Cat
siecKing ior Doys nna gins are unsurpassed in wear, fit and fast color. If
you are not very fond of darning and
want the best for your money you
will buy no others. 25c a pair at O.
May's Shoe Store, 314 West Central
avenue.

j

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
1
09 North. First St.

All Kinds of Indian and Mexican Goods. Vba Cboapasl
Plaea to buy Navajo Blankats and Maxlcan Drawn Work
Malt Ordara Carafutly mnd Promptly rillad.

o

De Witt's Carbonized

Witch Hazel
Salve penetrates the pores and heals
quickly. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
u
Subscribe for Th Kvenlng Citizen

""w

A Majestic Range

M,iiiiiMW!j.'MsfYfTnriTMlll
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Exclusive Ontlelana

Shelled Nuts
Fresh Shelled Pecans,
Walnuts and Almonds

Fresh Meats
Staple and Fancy
Groceries

J

Seasonable
Fruits and
Vegetables

S

Just in.

1

1

JEWELER IN THE JEWELRY LINE

to

South
Second

FINE WATCH RB.PAIRINQ

Railroad Avenue
Wc

BOYS. THEY

LUMBER MILL WOOD.
Factory

,wn

I

1;

A Pair of Patented Stilts

I

122 Scuth Second 110 West Cold

r

.

n

mm

WARE

COOKING

UTENSILS

i
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!
8

1

M

il

V

Fait

UUMPANY

UNION

MILLER

MINE AND MILL

MEAT MARKET

HOME COMEORT

SUPPLIES

and
H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
207 West Gold
Phone 601

every

B

a.

mw

1

-

COOK STOVES
HEATING

g

Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
h
Assured,
h

oramiKsn

imiimmiiiiiiTiiim

and

v

STEEL RANGES

K

fs

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

rung in the
Meat Line First Class in
Quality
g
jj
Eest Prices Possible
p
jj

."

10

K

til

PLUMBERS

ENAMEL

and

and

SHEET METAL
WORKERS

STOVES
1

I

W

i

litnlT--

r

SPORTING

'

GOODS

and

TINWARE

AMMUNITION

C

c
u

113113117

SOUTH P.R9T STREET AND

401-40-

3

j.5

i

SADDLERY
HARNESS

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply Your Needs foi the

vv
3

We want to sell your parents the Suit, Shoes,
Hat, Waists and Underwear for school which begins September 3.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

ri n
urn

ENAMELED

$2.50

W. II. HAHN & CO.

& COMPANY

FREE

Will be given absolutely free with boys' merchandise amounting to $10.00. Save your sales' tickets and when you have Ten Dollars Worth of
tickets, a pair will be given to you.
New Suits for boys are arriving daily, $3.50 to
$6.50.

e.oo

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

ARE

8.50

90
9.50

NORTH FIRST STREET

STOVES
RANGES

DIAMOND PALACE

e.50

WOOD

:

Phone 5

58.50

Between Central and Coppar Ave.,

MXXXXXXXXXX

t

W. Tljeras

rn-- sr

ffar

115-11- 7

EVERY THING

cor

is conducive

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite jour trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

P

4

American Block per ton
Ccrrillos Lump
Anthracite Xut
Antliraclte MLxed
Anthracite, furnace sizes
Clean Can Coke
Smithing Coal.

1

Matteucci Brothers

iMj&2iMjiE&

THE

ON

MONARCH GROCERY CO.

rsrv

Lense Grinding Done on Premises

::

LOMMORI

GOME

FOR CASH ONLY

Grocery Co.

Classes Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

Willi

COAL

IHHtlttMMM

When you desire Absolut
Comfort In Properly ritted
110 South Second St.

The Central
Avenue Clothier

SIMON STERN

6?2-2-

Hme

sell; and

they're Hart Schaffner & Marx
clothes, because that's the kind
they make.

i

n,

THmg

costthat's

NORTH

FIRST STREET

w

